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Executive summary 

This report supplements findings in the inception report, taking account of emerging 

developments in local government and bureaucracy.  It aims to deepen Purnima understanding 

of local governance, the infrastructure needs of the Gaunpalika (GP), and then to design 

effective integrated ways to support and strengthen the palikas with respect to the five Purnima 

Output areas.  This was done by interviewing key informants (elected and appointed members 

of government and the administration at Gaunpalika and Ward levels) in Uttargaya (Rasuwa), 

and Tadi, Dupcheswor and Shivapuri (Nuwakot) over the course of six days.   

Current Governance Situation at Gaunpalika level 

The findings point to a continuing confusion at the gaunpalika level regarding roles, mandates 

and how government works. Circulars from the federal level, particularly MoFAGA, arrive every 

few weeks and many Acts are slowly coming in place. Some of these are not clear and previous 

Acts are still operational which is confusing. The structures are also new, not only at gaunpalika 

level but also provincial and federal level, and each level is trying to interpret their powers in a 

way that fits them best. 

Party politics are also still adapting to the new situation, despite the rhetoric from some leaders 

that ‘…everything is done by consensus and there are no party politics or problems between 

us’.  Political dynamics depend on personalities as well as party influences in each GP (as well 

as national dynamics like the merger between the UML and Maoists) and whether or not the 

chairperson, deputy chairperson, and the chief administrative officer are in the same party or in 

opposition to each other.  In addition, alignment between the party which controls the Municipal 

assembly and the party of the chairperson or deputy chairperson is also a factor. The greater 

the diversity in party membership the stronger the checks and balances in the system.  

Gaunpalikas are slowly finding their feet after elections but are facing inevitable challenges 

getting things going and fulfilling constituency expectations.  The most consistent message is 

that they face problems due to sufficient sectoral or technical staff, and lack working space 

(many have to rent their offices).  Discussions with Chief Administrative Officers (CAOs) and 

other appointed bureaucrats suggest there are tensions between elected and civil servants in 

the gaunpalika mainly revolving around the adherence to government and bureaucratic 

processes and their legality. Friction occurs when CAOs does not proceed if elements of due 

process are not being followed.   

The GPs were in the middle of their planning processes at the time of the field visit, which was 

ideal for helping to understand the process in practice.  There is considerable variability in the 

way planning processes were being implemented, in particular their depth and quality.  This 

depends to a large extent on the existing skill base in each gaunpalika.   Despite the shortness 

of the timeframe needed to complete the planning process (a few weeks), it is considerably 

longer than last year when they only had a week to complete it.   

Participation and community consultation still did not appear to be at a significant scale, breadth 

or depth.  Community members did not report being consulted or attending hearings or public 

consultations. This is probably partly due to the limited time available and the distances 

involved.  While GPs report trying to consult with community and to identify projects, as well as 

prioritise and decide collectively on projects to be funded, in practice prioritization is mostly done 

by the GP Chairperson, the Deputy Chairperson and the Ward Chairs at present. Discussions 

and observations with communities revealed that criteria for infrastructure project selection and 
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prioritization are seldom used and so infrastructure plans turn out to be “wish-lists” rather than 

real plans for implementation.  

Gaunpalikas tended to propose small, short term projects that are not expensive, in order to 

satisfy their constituencies, and they fail to select more significant infrastructure projects that 

cannot be completed in one or two years. Improved strategic project selection requires long-

term vision, allocation of larger budgets and more sectoral expertise to be able to make good 

decisions through appropriate prioritization.  

Equity and Inclusion is probably the most important cross-cutting issue. The practice of 

distributing the GP budget equally across wards is common; although some leaders hoped this 

would not be the case this year, it is likely to continue in some form to avoid contention.  Others 

approached equity through the use of a type of ‘equalisation fund’ similar to the central 

mechanism. The idea of developing some sort of mechanism to address inequity was well 

received by all GPs. 

Associated with the challenges of implementing constitutional intentions addressing equity, the 

women assembly members are reported to lag behind both in terms of exposure and capacity; 

some have not ever travelled as far as Kathmandu, and many dalits are even further behind. 

The deputy chairpersons noted they had little idea about their rights and roles at this stage.  

One female chairperson met, was hoping to try to allocate and spend 50% of the budget on 

women but at present GPs allocate funds as prescribed by the planning and finance guidelines, 

with no extra efforts made to cater to women or marginalized communities. 

Following selection of projects, procurement of contractors to implement them takes a long time 

with many delays and no mechanisms to handle grievances.  Finally, there is also little or no 

monitoring of development projects by either gaunpalikas or the DCC, and where there has 

been monitoring it has been described as a mere formality.   

The situation at Ward level is not dissimilar to the gaunpalika, with few offices or resources.  

There is an even greater lack of technical skills, huge topographic difficulty in reaching citizens, 

and land acquisition for public infrastructure (especially roads) is often highly contentious. 

Access is difficult during the rainy season due to damage to rural roads and hence ward 

chairpersons and Municipal Assembly members cannot easily reach the people.  A significant 

difference between ward and gaunpalika level, agreed by respondents, is that the gaunpalika is 

still somewhat removed from the people, whereas, elected members and officials at ward level 

have to interact with their constituents on a daily basis.  If things are not going well they are 

faced with angry citizens who are not slow to air their grievances.  Thus, they are acknowledged 

to be at the ‘coal face’ in terms of meeting their expectations and being accountable. 

The space for civil society and their relationships with the new gaunpalika structures vary by 

location, with civil society relations in Rasuwa considered more positive than in Nuwakot. The 

state of civil society has been evolving over the last twenty years, with space and NGO activity 

very limited during the Maoist insurgency.  The earthquake changed this situation, with civil 

society playing a significant role in helping in the recovery which enabled a change of 

perception towards them and more space accorded. This positive perception of their role is, 

however, limited to humanitarian types of support and it remains to be seen whether their 

involvement in policy or other types of work will be welcomed; this is an aspect that needs more 

probing.   

Implications for Purnima 

Influencing the overall governance enabling environment most effectively at this stage requires 

a dual strategy supporting both sides of the governance equation simultaneously.  On the one 
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hand, work is needed to support positive ‘supply-side’ governance practices, as Purnima is 

doing, by helping the government to deliver services well and engage in improved development 

practices using infrastructure as the entry point.  On the other side of the governance equation, 

it is important to engage citizens and civil society on the ‘demand side’ to reinforce the 

accountability and transparency of local government.  Such a dual approach also serves to 

create and fortify the space and legitimacy of the role of civil society (as watchdog) representing 

interest groups and sections of the population and citizens to balance government.  Some 

members of civil society reported that gaunpalika and ward officials perceive themselves as the 

only ‘true’ representatives of the people as they have been elected and this gives them the 

mandate and right to do as they want.  This attitude undermines the role of civil society and the 

important orientation of local government to serving the people.  At worst it may create an 

unhelpful atmosphere that undermines alternative representative mechanisms for specific 

constituencies and stifles their voices.  

As noted in the Inception Report, Purnima will adopt a systems approach to its capacity 

enhancement, by addressing the governance system and focusing on improving the 

interactions, process and activities that set the conditions for development and to the 

approaches for meaningful participation.  Capacity enhancement in each GP will look slightly 

different reflecting its specific characteristics, needs and opportunities as well as the 

competencies of the existing personnel.  However, as Purnima will be working with all 

gaunpalikas across the selected districts, this brings opportunities for learning and experience-

sharing through cross-gaunpalika exposure, collaboration and joint work and application 

facilitated by Purnima staff.   

Purnima technical assistance and mentoring will have to progress from initially spending more 

time doing than advising, until they do end up with a suitable staff counterpart to work with when 

they are deployed or recruited.  Even when there is someone to work with, it is likely that the 

needs are so great at this stage that they will still end up undertaking some of the work to help 

out and provide the support that is needed.  However, it is important that any work is undertaken 

as a team so that there is a transfer of skills at all times, even if the level of work that is 

completed will be reduced to some extent.  

This would include three levels; the first considering individual needs, the second at the 

institutional level and the third broader aspects of the enabling environment (including preparing 

guidelines and recommending new policy).  An internal Purnima system for tracking the 

development of guidelines and honing and sharing them across the team will need to be 

developed in close collaboration with MoFAGA to ensure there is synergy and no duplication 

with other programmes or Government initiatives.  At the local level, continuing coordination 

with the DCC will remain important, because as guidelines are developed (e.g. steps to build 

infrastructure including ESIA, etc.) they can be shared and distributed more broadly than the 

project gaunpalikas, with the TA shifting to support in their implementation in other locations. 

The lack of clarity and haphazard nature of development continues, and the leadership is under 

huge pressure to bring change and fulfil demands and they are struggling to meet these.   

Conflict sensitivity is critical in this phase of federalisation to ensure that all groups benefit from 

development, including those who may be better off, or that have traditionally benefitted from 

opportunities. This is important to prevent latent resentments from emerging or being 

exacerbated, or other unhelpful behaviours being expressed - such as groups becoming 

‘spoilers’ or undermining development efforts. One ward chairperson noted that the major 

danger in this period is that these differences and potential resentments, in a worst-case 

scenario, would end up with a polarization of society coalescing around the political parties with 

increased ‘transactional voting’ (whereby you vote for a party with the expectation of being 
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rewarded through distribution of resources).    This would then create a situation reinforcing 

patronage systems rewarding those in power which in turn may result in a vicious cycle 

reinforcing a ‘winner takes all’ culture.   While, the volatility of party alliances at lower levels and 

power of individual personalities does play a role in reducing party power, nevertheless this may 

not alter the basic dynamic potentially at play. 

In keeping with the systems approach, and to address these issues Purnima will adopt a ‘Good 

Governance Barometer’ approach that is a process that enables local government to assess its 

performance and involve both civil society and the business sector. 

It is clear there is an excellent opportunity for Purnima to expand its influence considerably to 

affect the governance environment positively at the GP and Ward levels.  The more holistic and 

integrated an approach that is taken to strengthening the good governance-enabling 

environment through systemic and systematic capacity enhancement, the better the longer-term 

outcomes are likely to be.   Infrastructure and planning provide strong and very relevant entry 

points that resonate with the current needs of the GPs and Wards.  While there are likely to be 

multiple new programmes coming on stream in the next couple of years which will also be 

intending to work closely with local government, Purnima has a particular opportunity at this 

time and can adapt its approach subsequently to continue to provide relevant and important 

inputs.  ` 
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1 Introduction and Methodology 

The purpose of this assignment was to supplement findings from the inception visits in 2017 and 

2018, taking particular account of emerging developments in local government and 

bureaucracy.  In particular this aimed to deepen Purnima understanding of the needs of the 

Gaunpalika (GP) and to design effective integrated ways to support and strengthen them, with 

respect to the different Purnima Output areas.   

Continuing Contestation on Federalism:  While this was not the focus of the follow-up 

assignment, nevertheless at the local government level there are areas of contest emerging and 

shifting still between levels of government.  For instance, the District Coordination Committee 

(DCC) described competition between the provincial government and themselves over 

monitoring the GPs.  At this stage the DCC reports to both the Office of the Chief Minister of the 

provincial government as well as Ministry of Federal affairs and General Administration 

(MoFAGA).  From their perspective the provincial government is too far and detached from the 

GPs for the task of monitoring and rather than reducing the role of the DCC further when it can 

be of use they should be asking the federal government for more power.  

Some respondents noted that unless the constitutional powers of the provinces and the local 

governments are more clearly articulated, and concurrent powers are reduced to zero, the 

tussle between the GPs-provincial government-federal government will continue.  At the 

moment the ‘battlegrounds’ at the surface are around budget and staffing levels, whereas at a 

deeper level it is about identity and power.  Some speculated that in this next phase as the 

centre tries to claw back power and undermine the provincial government, the grip of federal 

government might get stronger, the province might get weakened, but it seems likely that the 

most definite aspect is that local government will only get stronger as “The people have felt the 

change of the power centres. The local politicians have felt it and they will not let the powers 

which have already reached the GP be taken away.” 

Methodology: Similar to the first two visits the approach has been primarily one of interviewing 

key informants, in this case, elected and appointed members of government and the 

administration at the Gaunpalika and Ward levels.  Four Gaunpalikas were visited in Rasuwa 

(Uttargaya) and in Nuwakot (Tadi, Dupcheswor and Shivapuri) over the course of six days), 

during which the following 70 stakeholders were consulted (see complete list in Annex 1).  

● Civil Society:    12 Members 

● DCC:    2 Members 

● Elected GP Officials:   13 Officials 

● Appointed GP Officials:  5 Staff 

● Ward Officials:   19 Ward Chairs 

● Community:    13 persons  

● Federal Government:  3 MoFAGA Officials 

● DFID     2 persons 

● Journalists    1 person 
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2 Key Findings 

2.1 Governance Environment at Gaunpalika and Ward Levels  

2.1.1 Introduction 

There is still considerable confusion generally at the gaunpalika level regarding, roles, 

mandates and how government works.  There are several circulars from the federal level, 

particularly at MoFAGA, arriving during the course of every few weeks and many acts are slowly 

coming in place. Many are not clear and previous Acts are still operational which is confusing, in 

addition to the circulars that update the situation or provide new directives. The structures of 

course are also new, not only at gaunpalika level but also provincial and ward level too, and 

therefore each level is trying to interpret their powers in a way that fits them best.  

2.1.2 Committee Structure 

The gaunpalika Executive committee at level comprises the following: 

• Chairperson 

• Deputy Chairperson 

• All Ward Chairpersons 

• Six elected members by the Gaunpalika Assembly 

Sectoral Committees:  The five sectoral committees that are supposed to be functioning at each 

gaunpalika are not present in all. There should be: 

● Social Development Committee 

● Infrastructure Development Committee 

● Environment and Disaster Management Committee 

● Economic Development Committee1   

● Public Services and Capacity Development Committee  

Gaunpalikas have slightly varied the terms and names of these committees when they have 

approved their formation through the Municipal Executives and Assemblies. There is also one 

more cross-cutting committee called the "Bills Committee" whose jurisdiction is over the bills, 

rules, regulations and other by-laws presented in the Municipal Assembly.  

Not all Gaunpalikas have formed all these committees, and even in those Gaunpalikas which 

have formed them, they have not been completely active. Generally, only the first four sectoral 

committees have been formed with the fifth; the Public Services and Capacity Development 

Committee yet to be formed. The working procedures of these committees have not yet been 

formalized (which provides an opportunity to ensure strong inclusive guidelines are in place) 

and meetings are conducted on an ad hoc basis.  Given this it appears the Municipal executive 

usually ends up making all the important decisions. 

Judicial Committees: The judicial committee is one of those chaired by deputy chairpersons.  All 

deputy chairpersons consulted (except one) noted that they felt inadequate to fulfil the task of 

managing this committee properly.  They recognised that they do not have the technical 

capacity and understanding of the law required to do a sound job, neither does the GP have the 

organizational capacity. However, they complained that they had received no support from the 

 
1 As noted in the Annex III of the sample Gaunpalikas Working Procedures Rules, 2017 sent by MOFAGA to the Gaunpalikas 
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judiciary at all to date.  This might be partly because it is unclear how, in what way, or whether, 

the judiciary will be restructured on federal lines.  The one deputy chairperson who felt they 

were doing ok had taken the step to procure legal counsel that they could consult to assist in 

decision-making2.   This lack of expert counsel makes it very difficult to make decisions that are 

widely acceptable to all disputants because the conflicting parties know that the GP Deputy 

Chairperson is not legally trained, so they question the verdict, and even sometimes get violent 

if the decision is not in their favour.   

They considered that if the judicial committee is to be made truly functional, the deputy 

Chairperson must be given full-fledged legal training on legal case hearing processes such as 

correct documentation and form of recommendations for each step, management and decision-

making (some had referrals to District level courts rejected because their paperwork was not 

correct) and sufficient security should be provided to them like the court judges.  Some were 

under the impression that they were to be provided training soon.  Even if it is ambitious to 

expect full legal training, nevertheless there is considerable room for supportive training such as 

in practical mediation and alternative dispute resolution techniques to improve Deputy 

Chairpersons’ ability to conduct their work. 

In addition, challenges include the lack of a safe and secure space to conduct the case hearings 

as the content and function of the committee is very sensitive and there is a need to respect the 

confidentiality of the parties.   One respondent had managed to resolve and settle 11 out of 40 

registered cases through use of mediation or referrals to reconciliation centres.  This Deputy 

Chairperson had very carefully selected their committee to include two (male) experienced 

retired policemen to reduce issues of legitimacy.  They also recounted taking great care over 

the investigation and then call the JC every Thursday only after they felt they had a sufficient 

understanding of the case at hand3.  

2.1.3 Party politics, relationships and social inclusion 

2.1.3.1 Party politics at Gaunpalika level:  

According to respondents, everyone is slowly finding their feet and some of the challenges are 

reducing after the elections.  However, that being said, there are considerable issues still being 

resolved that will take a long time to sort out, despite the rhetoric that some leaders note that 

‘…everything is done by consensus and there are no party politics or problems between us’4.   

Some of these issues are inevitably personality based as well as party influenced.  The latter 

depends to some extent on the politics of each gaunpalika, whether or not the three main 

protagonists; the chairperson, the deputy chairperson, and the chief administrative officer are in 

the same party or in opposition to each other.  In addition, which party controls the Municipal 

assembly and again, whether or not the control is aligned with the party of the chairperson or 

deputy chairperson, is also a factor. Clearly the greater the diversity in party membership the 

stronger the checks and balances in the system.  In one place it was noted that the change in 

alliances with the merger between the UML and Maoists was starting to come together at the 

gaunpalika level.  In one case bitter competition between the NC and NCP was reported.  

 
2 According to DFID each of the gaunpalikas is supposed to be provided with a lawyer consultant to provide this level of expertise and 

advice, but only one of the four had this available to them.  It is not clear whether the others knew that they were supposed to be 
provided this additional support or not.   

3 Interestingly they had previously been trained in non-violent communication and social mobilization which they considered to be very 
useful. They also thought that practical ADR training should be provided to all the Deputy Chairpersons – see recommendations. 

4 One Chairperson noted that until now, all decisions of the Municipal Executive (13 members), and Municipal Assembly (27 members) 
have been done on consensus basis, however to illustrate the understandable disjunct between the rhetoric and the reality, one 
chairperson very strongly stated that there were no issues between the parties and that they had ‘put them completely aside for the 
betterment of the people’ in their gaunpalika.  During this articulation the deputy chairperson did not dispute this of course, however 
she did note in private that she and the chairperson had not talked together for the first six months of working together (i.e. outside of 
public meetings)! 
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Finally, as in all institutions, individual relationships between the key elected and appointed 

officials as well as gender dynamics plays a role.  As an aside many respondents noted that the 

role of the MPs has declined under the new system, due to the increase in relevance and power 

of the elected representatives at the gaunpalika level. Instead of maintaining direct contact with 

the community, MPs rely on a small group of educated, articulate party activists in their locality 

to consolidate their influence in electoral constituencies. The present situation makes their 

relationship with constituents more difficult but does allow them more time to concentrate on 

policy development, which was lacking earlier. Respondents suggested that once an MP wins 

their seat, they ‘disappear and never come back’.  Interestingly maintaining the role of the MPs 

fund has been mooted at the federal level (not completely decided yet) and this would provide 

them an opportunity to exert some influence and distribute some political largesse at the 

gaunpalika level.   

2.1.3.2 Relationships between Elected and Appointed Positions:    

Discussions with CAOs and other appointed bureaucrats suggest that there are tensions 

between elected and civil servants in the gaunpalika.  These mainly revolve around the 

adherence to government and bureaucratic processes and their legality.  As a broad 

generalisation the elected officials believe that as they have been elected, they have a mandate 

to ‘get things done’.  So, they make decisions and are keen for immediate progress without 

necessarily understanding correct procedures nor the importance of due process.  This means 

friction may occur when CAOs will not proceed if it is circumventing elements of due process.   

The CAOs were very much of the opinion that there needs to be considerable education for all 

elected members on both the processes themselves, but also the importance of the processes 

and on the meaning of good governance, the role of all actors and the importance of checks 

and balances within the system. These mean that in practice the power of the CAO is that of 

veto and making technical decisions around procedures and how to get things implemented.   

The bureaucrats have considerably less power over broader decision-making than previously, 

according to all respondents, although under this new political framework local bureaucracy may 

now try and foster closer ties and a political nexus with elected members to seize opportunities 

and privileges in the new set up.   Typical examples of topics where there are tussles between 

the chairperson (in particular) and the CAO include procurement of services and goods, staff 

selection, and selection and implementation of projects.   One CAO noted that, despite ongoing 

struggles, his experience has not been too bad in this respect, but he reported that peers of his 

had ‘bitter fights every day’ with their chairperson.  

2.1.3.3 Gender Dynamics:  

There are only 5 males in the position of deputy chairperson in the 119 gaunpalikas In Province 

Three.  This position has been seen as a token for women and the relative power between the 

chairpersons and deputy-chairpersons is heavily weighted towards the chairperson at this 

stage, although the deputy chairperson has a broader and fuller role as set out in the 

constitution.  A focus group discussion with five deputy chairpersons revealed that they 

considered they were undervalued, were basically treated as secretaries and if there were any 

disputes then the chair prevails.   Their perception was also that the CAO always prioritised the 

chairperson over their needs which made it hard to be effective.  This means the Chairperson 

obtains guidance with circulars, is kept up to date with information which does not come to the 

deputy chairperson, so they are always behind on everything.   

The broad perception was that the (male) chairperson seeks to dominate all aspects of the work 

and it is difficult to challenge them (even if the chairperson may not have a majority in the 
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Municipal Assembly or Municipal Executive).  This view was disputed by the one male deputy 

chairperson present who considered that he never had any problems (to which the women 

immediately responded that this was because he was working with a female chairperson!).  He 

considered it was more about understanding the role and mandate of both positions.  

Nevertheless, he did agree that there is institutional discrimination manifested towards women 

through the judicial committee.  In this respect the province had just decided that sitting 

allowances for the judicial committee is to be NRs500 whereas for all other committees it is 

NRs1800.   There are also issues with differential allowances depending on the seniority of the 

people involved. 

2.1.4 Resources 

2.1.4.1 Staffing:  

As expected, gaunpalikas are facing inevitable teething challenges getting things going and 

fulfilling constituency expectations.  The most consistent message received was the problems 

faced doing their jobs without sectoral support and technical staff.  Furthermore, there has been 

a recent MoFAGA circular dated June 07, 2018 signed by Under Secretary Prem Prasad Luitel 

and sent as letter numbered 6491 with the subject line "In relation with implementation of 

directions" noting that first the federal government will reintegrate employees into the three tiers 

of government, and then local governments can conduct their organisational and management 

surveys (O&M surveys) to determine staffing needs.   

At that stage "only in accordance with the findings of the O&M survey, local governments can 

create positions and hire new people".  This prevents any further recruitment of staff contracted 

at the gaunpalika level until the line ministries deploy and redistribute their staff from district 

level to province and palika level by the 17th July 2018.  At present staffing levels were reported 

to be in the region of three to five out of the seventeen positions.  Shortage of staff is hindering 

the functional capacity of GPs to a large extent and thus MM should consider funding for 

employing additional temporary consultants within defined limits and based upon identified 

needs on a declining basis. 

2.1.4.2 Office space:  

Similarly, gaunpalikas consulted noted they have a significant lack of working space, confirmed 

through direct observation.  They are renting their current offices and the lack of space does 

affect their functionality.  For instance, there are no meeting spaces, and therefore no 

confidentiality around any discussions taking place.  While there may be some advantages 

around transparency to this, on the other hand it does affect the way that everyday business is 

conducted and creates other issues for specialist services such as the hearings of the Judicial 

Committee, which have to be conducted in an alternative venue due to the confidential and 

sensitive nature of many of the cases.  

2.1.4.3 Information Technology:  

The status of the office IT seemed to vary considerably and will clearly impact on their ability to 

take up database and GIS technology for improved planning and service provision monitoring.   

There was also demand for training on how to digitalize registration services for improved 

record-keeping and storage of information. 
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2.1.5 Accountability, Transparency, Participation and Equity:   

At this stage leaders have not conducted strong participation and consultation processes.  This 

is due to a combination of: 

● The difficulties of access to remote areas, which leads to a disconnect with communities 

● The time considerations due to the planning process 

● Poor processes and general understanding of how to undertake good consultation 

processes with in-built feedback mechanisms and communications back to communities.   

As one respondent noted; “We try to be transparent in the way we do things, but it is difficult to 

satisfy people”, which highlights both the difficulties and the expectations simultaneously.  

Similarly, another official noted; “We try to take into consideration social disparities during 

planning, but resources are scarce and not everybody can be reached”.   In addition to these 

issues there are the inevitable and understandable political influence which is very high during 

the planning process. 

The whole area of accountability is of great importance at both the ward and gaunpalika level to 

establish good governance practices at the GP and Ward as well as risk management 

strategies for Purnima.  This area of work needs to be developed further.  It could involve 

development of policies such as whistle-blower policies, grievance mechanisms both for 

contractors as well as other stakeholders.  

To influence the overall governance enabling environment most effectively at this unique stage 

in Nepali history, requires a dual strategy supporting both sides of the governance equation 

simultaneously.  On the one hand work to support positive ‘supply-side’ governance practices, 

as Purnima is doing; helping the government deliver services well and engage in improved 

development practices.  On the other side of the governance equation, ensure that citizens and 

civil society on the ‘demand side’ are also strengthened to reinforce the accountability and 

transparent practices of local government.  Such a dual approach also serves to create and 

fortify the space and legitimacy of the role of civil society (as watchdog) representing interest 

groups and sections of the population and citizens to balance government.  Some members of 

civil society reported that gaunpalika and ward officials perceive themselves as the only ‘true’ 

representatives of the people as they have been elected and this gives them the mandate and 

right to do as they want.  This attitude undermines the role of civil society and the important 

orientation of local government to serving the people.  At worst it may create an unhelpful 

atmosphere that denigrates alternative representative mechanisms for specific constituencies 

and stifles their voices.  

To take advantage of the work of Purnima on the supply side of the governance equation, and 

maximise its impact, DFID should consider the development of a parallel, complementary and 

linked civil society strengthening program in the Purnima focus areas of Gorkha, Dhading, 

Rasuwa and Nuwakot.  Such a program might support civil society in playing a greater oversight 

role on public financing and local government as well as increased transparency, accountability 

and anti-corruption.  If DFID does not consider this a priority, Purnima could explore how it may 

provide a grant through the Challenge Fund mechanism to support the complementary role of 

civil society in good governance further.  For instance, a grant to civil society groups specializing 

in advocacy for minority rights or gender programming, could bring further positive change 

supporting social inclusion and equity in the GPs while holding local government to account in 

this regard. 
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2.2 The Ward Level 

2.2.1 Situation:  

The situation at Ward level is similar to the gaunpalika in many respects.  For instance, there 

are significant challenges facing the Wards with few offices or resources to hand.  There is a 

lack of technicians, huge topographic difficulty in being able to access citizens and an 

experienced reluctance of the public to cooperate whenever land acquisition has to be 

undertaken for public infrastructure etc. During the rainy season there is some access but 

damage to rural roads may disrupt it and hence ward chairpersons and Municipal Assembly 

members cannot easily reach the people.   

A significant difference between Ward and gaunpalika level identified and agreed by 

respondents, is that the gaunpalika is still somewhat removed from the people, whereas at the 

ward level, elected members and officials have to interact with their constituents on a daily 

basis.  If things are not going well they are faced with angry citizens who are not slow to air their 

grievances.  Thus, they are acknowledged to be at the ‘coal face’ in terms of meeting their 

expectations and being accountable.  The Ward offices considered they are far more 

overworked than the gaunpalika office as well.  Their opinion being that the gaunpalika simply 

allocates the budget and signs contracts.  The ward offices have to implement and monitor all 

the projects and in addition to providing the regular services to the people they also have to 

listen to their grievances too which is a ‘huge workload’. 

2.2.2 Capacity:   

In the wards that the team visited there is still considerable confusion and lack of understanding 

about their specific roles, mandates and how government works.  The opinion of the Vice 

Chairpersons of GPs in Rasuwa was that most Village Assembly women members have not 

studied past 10th class, and nor have they found any of the ward chairs to be women.   

Like the gaunpalika chairpersons, ward chairpersons were reported as wanting to ‘get things 

done’ which sometimes might mean bypassing procedures. One CAO respondent reported that 

“they feel like kings of their wards.” An example in Dadagaun was given to illustrate this.  The 

Ward made the decision to build a road, and the very next day, they started work by deploying 

the bulldozer. It was quite difficult to convince them about the procurement process.   One 

estimate suggested that about 50% of ward staff are computer illiterate which means that in 

many locations basic registration of births, land, etc. are still conducted manually.  In addition, 

there is little understanding and expertise in budgeting; both allocation and their construction. 

2.3 The Planning Process 

2.3.1 Introduction:  

The gaunpalikas visited were in the middle of their planning processes and in this respect the 

field visit timing was ideal, to better understand the process being undertaken.  This is based on 

the '7-step process’ but that is not followed fully. Overall there is considerable variability in the 

way planning processes were being implemented, in particular, their depth and quality.  This 

depends to a large extent on the existing skill base in each gaunpalika.  Despite the shortness 

of the timeframe needed to complete the planning process (a few weeks), it is considerably 

longer than last year when they only had a week to complete it.  
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The formal 7-step Annual planning and Budget Formulation process as articulated in the 

MOFAGA booklet entitled "Annual Planning and Budget Formulation Guidelines for the Local 

Government (Revised), 2017)" is described in Box 1.  Although as 7-step process there are 

some additional sub-steps. 

 

2.3.2 Budgeting at Gaunpalika Level:  

The GPs have their own consolidated account which is non-operational. The fund is maintained 

through two types of accounts: Firstly, a current account that is conditional, in other words is 

restricted, to cover regular expenditure on salaries, and costs associated with necessary service 

provision in education, health, agriculture and animal health.  Secondly a capital account that is 

unconditional, to be used for development expenditure.  The way that these monies are utilised 

and spent is entirely up to the Municipal Assembly.  By the end of the fiscal year (July 15th), 

both accounts need to be zero with all remaining unspent funds transferred back to the 

Consolidated Account. In the current practice funds are not frozen and can be used for the next 

planning process. 

The budget for each gaunpalika varies depending on a complex formula that takes into account 

population and other factors.  The range in those visited appeared to be between ca. NRs 117 

million to NRs170 million.   

There are three critical budgetary committees, in the budgeting process as noted in Box 3: (a) 

The Revenue Consultation Committee (Headed by the Deputy Chairperson), (b) The Source 

Forecast and Budget Ceiling Determination Committee (Headed by the Chair) and (c) the 

Budget and Projects Formulation Committee (Headed by the Deputy Chairperson).   Two of 

these committees are headed by the Deputy Chairperson and at this stage some respondents 

noted that these are really hollow formalities as the members who make up the committee do 

not have the expertise to undertake their duties comprehensively.   While the budget is allocated 

for projects during the planning process, the amounts are mostly rough estimates they are not 

Box 1. The Formal Budgeting and Budget Planning Process as Prescribed by MoFAGA 

1. Budget Pre-planning  
1.1 GPs present their forecast of income-expenditure to the federal government by January 15th. 
1.2 GPs receive budget ceilings from the federal government by March 15th, and provincial 
government by April 15th. 
1.3 GPs classify their projects according to the five sectors. 

2. Sources Forecast and Budget ceiling determination 
2.1 The Revenue Consultation Committee (Headed by the Deputy chairperson) works on the 
revenue policies, laws, rates, limits etc.  
2.2 The Source Forecast and Budget Ceiling Determination Committee (Headed by the Chair) 
prepares the framework for balanced distribution of all incomes of the GP and determines the 
budget size. 

3. Projects are selected from settlement clusters. 

4. Projects are selected and prioritized at the Ward level. 

5. Budget and Project formulation: The Budget and Projects Formulation Committee (Headed by the 
Deputy Chairperson) decides on the actual budget and the selection of projects. 

6. The Municipal Executive approves the budget and the programs. 

7. The Municipal Assembly approves the budget and programs, and the projects go into 
implementation which are monitored by a monitoring committee headed by the Deputy Chair. 
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realistic or based on sound research, which means implementation becomes problematic 

whenever expenditure crosses the allocated ceiling. 

The planning process is ad hoc and undertaken once overall grants are determined by the 

Federal government. The lack of predictability does not allow the GPs to engage in multi-year 

financial planning. Further, GPs do not have the capacity to mobilize internal revenues 

effectively. They possess little knowledge about revenue potentials and have no dedicated units 

or staff to explore the possibility of revenue mobilization. The lack of appropriate revenue 

generation within the GPs will reinforce dependency on the Federal government for grants in 

rural infrastructure. The practice of distributing the budget equally across geographical/political 

areas (or the representatives) such as among wards was adopted last year, however leaders in 

some GPs did commit that this would not be the case this year. Nevertheless, it is most likely to 

continue in some form to avoid contention. 

2.3.3 Development Project Selection  

The actual planning process followed is described in Box 2, based on the description of the 

process provided by respondents. There is a broad process to try to consult widely, collect 

projects at ward level, prioritise and decide collectively on projects to be funded.  However, 

prioritization is mostly done by the GP Chairperson, the Deputy Chairperson and the Ward 

Chairs.  There has been a significant focus to date on infrastructure projects (particularly roads) 

- not necessarily related to reconstruction needs which have been subsumed more broadly into 

the gaunpalika development efforts with no specific differentiation.  Most projects are small in 

size (see under equity and equality) and selection is primarily determined by the politicians to fit 

their areas of interest (or possibly supporters, although this was not directly articulated).   

There is also little or no monitoring of any projects by either gaunpalikas or the DCC (which 

reported that it has a mandate to do so).  Where there has been monitoring it has been 

described as trivial, ‘tweaking’ and a mere formality.  An example was provided in one 

gaunpalika where it was suggested that monies were reportedly released for poor quality 

projects with some not even being completed, but nevertheless still receiving full payment. 

Apparently, the monitoring committee (only involving members from one political party) gave 

positive reports about projects despite their poor implementation.   

Participation and community consultation did not appear to be at a significant scale or depth.  

No community members that the team engaged with while travelling around, reported being 

Box 2. The Generic Gaunpalika Development Project Selection Process 

1. Public Consultation: Generally, the process for development planning and budget formulation begins with 
the ward chairperson and members going to their cluster of settlements to discuss needs with the public and 
collect suggested projects.  

2. Ward Committee Prioritisation: The Ward Committee then decides on the list of priority projects to be 
submitted before it is sent to the Municipal Executive Committee.  Last year, the wards sent all of the projects 
demanded by the people without filtering or prioritising anything at ward committee level first.  This meant 
that there is an impression that the gaunpalika Chair and Deputy Chairperson block projects. From this year 
onwards, they are supposed to filter them and only send their priorities.   

3. Sectoral Committee Screening: The sectoral committees then discuss the proposed projects in terms of 
technical perspectives and filter them further.  

4. Municipal Executive Committee Screening: The Municipal Executive Committee further filters them in 
accordance with the priorities and against the budget ceiling.  

5. Executive Committee Approval: The Executive Committee reviews those priorities and approves them.  
6. Municipal Assembly Approval: Then the Chairperson presents the budget in the meeting of the Municipal 

Assembly.  
7. Implementation: Once approved by the Assembly, it goes into implementation. 
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consulted or hearing of any public consultations when asked. This is probably partly due to the 

time available and the distances involved to conduct any meaningful process in this regard.  In 

addition, discussions and observations with communities revealed that criteria for infrastructure 

project selection and prioritization are seldom used in the planning process. As a result, 

identified infrastructure projects often turn out to be “wish-lists” rather than components of a real 

plan for implementation. A consequence is that Gaunpalikas tend to initiate small, short term 

projects that are not expensive, in order to satisfy their constituencies, but failing to select more 

significant infrastructure projects that cannot be completed in one or two years. Improved and 

more strategic project selection requires a long-term vision, allocation of larger budgets and 

deployment more sectoral expertise to be able to make the right selection projects through 

appropriate prioritization. 

2.3.4 Strategic and Inclusive Development Planning 

As noted above there is little distinction made if any, concerning reconstruction priorities versus 

broader development planning at the gaunpalika level.  There is also a realisation that annual 

planning is insufficient to address their needs and ensure that development occurs.  As a result, 

there is huge interest in developing a broader more strategic development plan for their 

gaunpalikas (including reconstruction).  This should be the focus of Purnima, not only to develop 

planning skills but within the bigger picture to help them realise their aspirations in a longer-term 

timeframe.   

A strategic focus would provide the opportunity to better address, introduce (and assess) pro-

inclusion and equitable models to tackle marginalisation and exclusion, be that as a result of 

geography or other social dimensions.    

This supports the ongoing shift of emphasis of Purnima from reconstruction of damaged 

infrastructure (which could be argued may partially represent previous distorted development 

benefiting elites to a greater extent, due to the unjust methods associated with political 

patronage by which priorities were decided), to construction of infrastructure that enables 

previously excluded populations greater opportunities to participate in the development process 

(for instance developing connecting trails).    

Methodologies and sensible budgeting mechanisms to leverage resources from NGOs and 

other development actors also need to be developed as gaunpalikas were open to matching 

funds but needed to know now, to incorporate into their planning processes. However, 

realistically not all development planning from external sources is likely to fit easily into the 

government processes in terms of timing.  So more flexible ways of freeing up funds that may 

appear to be committed, will be important.  Some gaunpalikas have developed ways to address 

emergency response and these ways of working may be able to be adapted.  

2.3.5 Procurement processes   

In addition to the issues around the basic budgeting processes, there are no procurement plans 

in place.  The procurement process takes a long time and as a result delays in implementation 

take place.  In terms of contracts, there are no mechanisms to handle grievances in matters 

related to procurement and this is a significant area that could be strengthened. None of the 

GPs had dedicated procurement experts which leads to delays in project implementation due to 

poor procurement planning, implementation and quality checking and therefore the whole 

procurement process is prone to corruption. The consequence of poor planning and 

implementation has generated problems leading to poor process documentation, 

mismanagement as well as delays in decision making. This will be an area where Purnima will 

need to support the GP. 
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2.3.6 Equity and Inclusion  

This is probably the most important cross-cutting issue encountered during the field trip. When 

asked about how the gaunpalikas address equity and inclusion issues, there was a range of 

responses and approaches.  Last year some simply divided the budget equally across all of the 

wards within the gaunpalika which meant that essentially the poor and marginalised were not 

specifically catered for.  One had instigated an ‘equalisation fund’ this year and they would then 

allocate to the needier Wards.  The processes by which these decisions were to be made were 

not yet developed or clear. Others liked the idea of some sort of mechanism to address inequity. 

One gaunpalika had decided to ensure that they were going to have a matching fund of about 

50 lakhs (approximately 5% of their available budget) in this fiscal year to be able to leverage 

other funds from donors and NGOs. Although civil society respondents noted that there was 

little appetite from government to fund NGOs to address some of the soft development and 

poverty alleviation issues.  The main reason being the perception that NGOs are well catered 

for from international donors.  Dupcheswor gaunpalika has provided a few different types of 

support to address the marginalised and poor.  For instance, a certain number of poor students 

received help with scholarships, books, and uniforms.  Poor people suffering from critical 

diseases were able to access a grant of 25,000 rupees and receive treatment. Tools have also 

been provided to blacksmiths and poor farmers for cultivation. 

The women assembly members are reported as lagging behind in terms of exposure and 

capacity with some not even having travelled as far as Kathmandu with Dalits even further 

behind (the deputy chairpersons noted that they had little idea about their rights and roles at this 

stage).  The female chairperson was hoping to try to allocate and spend 50% of the budget on 

women but at present GPs allocate funds as prescribed by the planning and finance guidelines, 

with no extra efforts made to cater to marginalized communities. 

2.4 Civil Society   

The space for civil society and their relationships with the new gaunpalika structures vary, 

dependent on location.  Civil society in Rasuwa considered that it was more positive there 

compared to Nuwakot and cited the fact that there were very open and vocal invitations from 

gaunpalikas in parts of Rasuwa for NGOs to come and work there (for instance, Naukunda GP).   

The state of civil society has been evolving over the last twenty years with space restricted and 

NGO activity very limited during the Maoist insurgency.  The earthquake changed this situation 

with civil society playing a significant role in helping in the recovery which enabled a change of 

perception towards them and more space accorded, but this positive perspective on their role is 

limited to humanitarian types of support and so whether other types of policy work will be 

welcomed is an aspect that needs more probing.   

The major concern voiced by government was the potential for duplication and a lack of 

transparency by civil society.  Civil society perspectives were broadly in agreement regarding 

duplication, although they considered that this was not the case with infrastructure and 

‘hardware’ but rather more with ‘software’ such as trainings and workshops where duplication 

might occur. Coordination on all sides between civil society and government is variable with civil 

society noting that they are rarely consulted on anything important and not at all during policy 

formulation and always have to take the initiative to interact with government.  When they are 

consulted it is more likely to be associated with small tasks such as identifying and selecting 

women for trainings.  

Across all the locations visited though, a lack of understanding of the role of civil society by the 

newly elected members was reported.  It is likely that the role of civil society is only perceived in 
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development terms rather than holding government to account.  A couple of examples were 

given around advocacy on public issues though; firstly, around the national park and 

conservation and secondly the issue of hydroelectric power and how it affected a temple.   

Two respondents noted that there many NGOs just in name and that some are corrupt.  For 

instance, in Rasuwa there are approximately 400 registered but only 23 or 24 that are active. 

One significant change for civil society given the changed structures, is the overall increase in 

‘power centres’ which means that there is considerably more bureaucracy and time spent by 

NGOs on explanation and coordination.  In the past NGOs only used to interact with the DDC as 

their primary interface with government.  Now there is the DCC but also the GP and the Wards 

(and quite likely to be other aspects at provincial level, although their role is still not clear).  

2.5 NRA at a local level  

Opinions of the NRA were not particularly positive with respondents confirming other anecdotal 

reports that engineers tend to do the minimum, are very slow, and do not come to the field very 

often.  When they do, they mainly only oversee household achievement and fulfilment of 

milestones to obtain the next tranche of funding.   NRA engineers are also reported to be 

differentially strict in applying the engineering codes with some being too strict, some very 

liberal (see main PEA for additional information). This has caused discrepancies in standards 

among the new houses built.   

From the GP perspective they consider that there is no coordination with NRA and that they (the 

NRA) operate independently and in isolation with no written communications with the GP at all.  

One GP official respondent noted that they only hear about their decisions, circulars and 

progress from FM radio and the newspapers.  They considered that the NRA do not go to any 

trouble at all and that the effected people expect more involvement and support from the GP 

with respect to the construction of their houses.  The majority of the community members that 

were interviewed did not see much of the engineers after the initial foundations had been 

approved.  A number had borrowed money given that the grants were insufficient to cover the 

cost of the construction and the range of interest that they were paying on their loans varied 

between 22-36%. 
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3 Implications of Governance Structure for 

Purnima 

3.1 Introduction 

The major issue is still clarity of roles, mandates, everyday tasks and responsibilities at both 

gaunpalika and ward level. Support is needed from Purnima in: 

● Clarifying roles and responsibilities, in particular the political/administrative interface 

● Policy making processes (including use of data) 

● Planning and budgeting 

● Monitoring and evaluation 

● Local revenue generation 

● Accounting and financial control 

● Human resource management and development  

Training will be an important part of many of the capacity building activities.  Purnima should 

consider where possible (given current workloads), local government staff or elected 

representatives with suitable skills and experience should be involved in developing training 

packages and in training delivery, which could support in fostering ownership. 

As with all capacity enhancement programs, a key issue is how to address variability in people’s 

abilities and so in the curriculum; how to ensure that any trainings are initially pitched at the right 

level to meet the needs of people now and in the future. MoFAGA is undertaking a training at 

the moment for all gaunpalika staff through the DCC.   

There appear to be two main issues with the training at the moment: 

● the ability of the DCC to be able to provide more than one training to any gaunpalika (there is 

a rule of thumb within the capacity enhancement sector that you have to do everything three 

times for it to gain any traction in terms of changed attitudes and understanding).  Their 

perspective is that these trainings need to be conducted multiple times so that people can 

absorb them and ensure they understand all aspects fully.   

● the trainings appear to be rather theoretical in nature, concentrating on the various Acts and 

legal side of government rather than providing a practical perspective.   

So, while this training provides good background material it does not assist in helping newly 

elected staff in their practical day to day tasks.   There is an opportunity here to undertake a 

variety of different interventions and activities to increase support to the newly elected officials, 

being mindful of the need to ensure very close collaboration and coordination with MoFAGA, as 

well as other programmes supporting local government as they come on stream.  There are 

also additional aspects to consider in terms of meeting short and long term needs 

simultaneously.  

Firstly, the next five years provides a unique opportunity to track needs and issues around 

governance as they emerge and where possible have a flexible and nimble approach to 

meeting immediate needs as they come occur.  Secondly to use this period and tracking to 

develop basic materials for new officials that come on stream after the next set of elections in 
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the next tranche of elected officials.  This can be both resource materials as well as more 

‘advanced’ aspects for those interested.   

A dimension to consider is how political careers evolve and climb from the local level platforms.  

This means, assuming that a typical path might be two terms at the local level and then for 

those who are ambitious, a move into higher arenas.   This means that for a number of election 

cycles there is likely to be a need to broaden and deepen the pool of competent local 

government officials who understand the system and processes and also to bring in new people 

into the elected arena that also have these understandings to maximise good effective 

governance.   

Secondly there will a continual turnover of elected officials as people move through the system 

and within it.  

3.2 Recommended activities 

A range of areas for support came up in discussions with gaunpalikas. Drawing on the team’s 

experience to supplement and develop the initial suggestions, below is outlined a list of 

summary types of activity that could be considered for a technical assistance programme at the 

gaunpalika level.  Some of these are then further developed under individual sections: 

1. Organisational Development within each gaunpalika including aspects such as: 

– Operational Leadership and women’s leadership – perhaps in the form of a special 

package of basic training for women representatives from Ward committees to GPs Vice 

Chairs (would have to be undertaken carefully for obvious reasons) 

– Practical dispute resolution and mediation (for those running judicial committees) 

– Planning Manuals and orientation on new Acts 

– Digitalization of the procedures for vital registration, taxation and citizen charter etc. 

– The introduction of sound community-based feedback and accountability mechanisms 

– Conflict sensitivity oversight 

– How to address social inclusion and gender dimensions to avoid inequities  

2. Development of Policy Guidelines, Materials and Manuals:  

● For Public Infrastructure  

– Design manuals in accord with NRA and other government standards 

– Develop guidelines and protocols for standard constructions (e.g. feeder roads, 

community buildings, housing, water systems, etc.) 

– Develop safety protocols and guideline, including ESIA, for undertaking basic 

infrastructure. 

– Develop checklists and guidance for monitoring basic infrastructure construction. 

– Develop protocols guiding when to involve provincial and other levels of government in 

planning, designing and undertaking construction  

● For Financial Management 

– Budget construction and financial management training including Equalization fund and 

capital maintenance funds at the institutional level. 

– Internal GP revenue generation and resource mobilisation (including taxation and how to 

create an enabling environment for economic development) 
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3. Capacity Enhancement Support to gaunpalika staff (see below) 

– Develop a Systematic Process to Track the Education, Training and Practical Needs of 

Selected Officials through the Government Cycles 

– Development of a set of Induction materials for Local Officials 

4. Broader Gaunpalika Support 

– Gaunpalika infrastructure and buildings in special cases 

– Information Technology capacity development (see below) 

– Systems development for tracking developments in Local Governance (see later in the 

report)   

– Consideration of broader Gaunpalika Coverage and Risk Management 

– Profiling of each gaunpalika in terms of its party politics and other social dimensions 

3.2.1 Support to gaunpalika Staff 

It is recommended to develop a systematic process to track the education, training and practical 

needs of selected officials through the government cycles.  While this does mean that Purnima 

and officials will always be playing catch-up and that there will be somewhat of a lag period 

before anything is introduced, nevertheless this year will become the template and opportunity 

to prepare properly for the following year, progressively deepening and improving the learning 

opportunities as well as new batches of elected officials in the future.  Furthermore, these 

materials will allow Purnima to become more efficient and effective in helping people as they roll 

out into new gaunpalikas. 

There is a need to develop of a set of induction materials for local officials, following analysis of 

the current MoFAGA training for officials and designing complementary material that meet the 

needs of new officials (both elected and appointed) at gaunpalika and ward levels.  Ideally this 

would be done in close collaboration with MoFAGA.  This could include:  

● Basic modules on governance that cover foundational topics such as the roles of civil 

society, government and business.  The roles and relationships of the different positions and 

aspects of local government that are there to ensure checks and balances.  For instance, 

why CAO’s have an eye to processes and why these basic processes are there in the first 

place.    In addition, there is a need to cover key aspects of governance such as the 

principles of accountability, transparency, participation, etc.   This could also eventually 

evolve with clear descriptions and information about the relationships between the different 

levels of government including the province as that emerges.   

● A practical guide that describes and assists staff on day-to day tasks and responsibilities, - 

basic job descriptions and roles and responsibilities (see below).   

● A set of innovative resource materials and practical trainings and experiential approaches to 

accompany the important government cycles so that as each stage occurs there are 

opportunities for those who don’t fully understand what to do or the implications to have a ‘go 

to’ guide that explains aspects in easy to understand ways.  Clearly as time goes on there 

will hopefully be fewer people that require this, but it is particularly important to create a set 

of materials that provide opportunities to marginalised people who may end up in elected 

positions to access information in ways that do not embarrass them or highlight their lack of 

education but do allow them to develop their contributions.  This will take many years to 

achieve.       

● An excellent opportunity for this could be linked to the development of IT facilities at 

gaunpalika level if it becomes a more interactive type of learning materials.  Although given 
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levels of computer literacy this could also marginalise some people, but a dual streamed 

approach should be developed. 

● In addition to the content and approaches associated with capacity enhancement, it is 

important that Purnima adhere to the ‘no training allowance’ policy to avoid incentivizing 

training for the financial gain.  This is particularly the case given the above-mentioned 

institutionalizing processes that are occurring around the ‘business of development’ such as 

the judicial committee and other different levels of allowance5.   

3.2.2 Information Technology  

The suggested introduction of GIS emerging from the PERP and ICF process was confirmed as 

a big need at gaunpalika level and there is some eagerness to develop systems to help in the 

planning processes and longer-term development strategies at gaunpalika level.  A Purnima 

assessment, building on the ICF work, should be developed to ascertain how and where best to 

support appropriate IT development in each GP that can interface with develop planning 

processes. 

3.2.3 Profiling gaunpalikas in terms of party politics  

A respondent at ward level noted the very real risk that a failure to address inclusion of all 

people properly (including Brahmins, Chettris and those apparently that may have already 

benefitted to date) in the development processes could result in polarised communities, 

particularly around party politics.  This does mean that there is a fundamental issue associated 

with party politics and its role in development.   

The main issues at this stage are that there are little perceived differences between the parties 

and how they approach development at the local level. This means that people do not stand for 

election on particular development policies and approaches, but rather on similar oral 

manifestos that do not lend themselves to later accountability for their delivery.   

The patronage systems that are currently operating are based on a ‘reward’ basis.  In other 

words, if you vote for me then you will be rewarded once I am in power through the allocation of 

development resources.  This is as opposed to being voted in to deliver a broader platform 

based on policies that will benefit more people and demonstrate a community-oriented 

approach that may be around sector development and their emphasis and focus.   An example 

of the latter might be around bringing water to every household, ensuring 100% primary 

education for children, or developing a ring road.   

However, it may be worth developing a brief profile of each gaunpalika in terms of its party 

politics6 and then mapping and tracking the geospatial nature of development and assessing 

any patterns.  One respondent noted that individuals are as significant as parties at the local 

levels and there have been a number of cases where individuals have changed party mid 

election and still won.   This does suggest that there are other aspects aside from party politics 

that determine elections and thus possibly resource distributions.  However, given the risks 

 
5 Another example occurred when a Dalit female representative refused to meet with the team unless she was paid NRs for her time.  It 

was decided that we would not ‘pay them a fee’ to take advantage of an opportunity to present her views to externals, but this does 
raise the issue of when, how and what is appropriate to provide.  The author’s personal perspective is that sodas, tea and 
refreshments are ok, as this is polite hospitality, whereas fees or allowances to participate are not acceptable.  In terms of trainings 
the author’s view is also that sitting allowances should not be paid. 

6 i.e. whether there are differences in the way that resource distribution changes with the variations in political profile. So, if a party 
controls the executive committee positions and the municipal assembly how does this manifest itself in terms of ‘rewarding’ wards 
that are the same party, unfair allocations or equitable ones.  This is ideally the role of civil society to undertake this role and expose 
any unfair practices. 
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associated with overly party-oriented development and the opportunities to catalyse a shift in 

this arena, it is recommended that this be tracked. 

3.2.4 Tracking Developments in Local Governance:   

Given the speed of change at both provincial level as well as gaunpalika and ward level, in 

addition to the changes within sectors and the implications for the palikas, it is important that 

Purnima keeps up to date at all times in its understanding of the changes occurring.  This 

means devoting some time and energy to track circulars as they are issued from MoFAGA, 

Provincial government or sectoral ministries and analyse them with respect to the program. This 

is to identify any opportunities for new or immediate interventions as well as ensure that any 

program activities are not inadvertently in opposition to MoFAGA and/or provincial diktats or 

procedures that may have changed or just been introduced.   Similarly, it is important to be able 

to adapt program activities, report progress, modify content or activities to reinforce positive 

dimensions as well as make sure they don't do any harm.  Further TA support to gaunpalikas 

needs constant monitoring and to be well documented, requiring the allocation of an additional 

member to keep up to date, monitor, document, report and pass information on to output leads. 

3.2.5 Women’s Leadership and the Committees:   

It is clear that the sectoral committees are yet to function, and this is probably of secondary 

importance at this stage of the process.  However, of significance from the perspective of the 

Deputy Chairpersons (being mainly female) are the budgetary committees and the Judicial 

committees.   There is an argument that suggests that emphasis on supporting women’s 

leadership skills through the judicial committee may draw their attention away from and 

undermine their important roles in the budgetary committees.  This argument goes along the 

lines that if this occurs it will suit the male leaders as it will ensure they retain more power in the 

primary budgeting and resource allocation areas while further pushing women to the periphery 

and reinforcing their role within the realm of the judicial committee alone and simultaneously 

reminding everyone that they are less competent in the main areas of local government.   

The major difficulty is that there are multiple areas where support is needed to build capacity 

and so how to prioritise which area and work in a way that does not inadvertently do harm or 

undermine other areas of work.  No matter which areas are chosen to support it would seem 

that all are critically important for different reasons and have likely compromises.  Nevertheless, 

it is important to try and get the balance right and this would appear to be a matter of timing 

within the cycles of government.  Purnima needs to understand the best timing for interventions 

that support capacity enhancement at the right time for maximum impact and assistance. This 

means mapping the timing of different government functions and considering when and how 

support can be provided that will be of most use and then planning the inputs so that all areas 

are covered.   

While over emphasis on supporting the role of the Deputy Chairperson at the expense of other 

roles has risks, it is also important to note the huge benefits that it also has. For instance, this is 

an area where women can have a huge impact on the daily issues affecting other women in the 

community (for instance GBV).  They can also manifestly demonstrate their leadership and skills 

in the visible public realm (role modelling), rather than only within the closed system of 

government budgeting cycles.  It is also a relatively ‘exclusive’ area where they are not having 

to compete directly with males and therefore this is an area and entry point where confidence, 

peer support, and other aspects of leadership development can be introduced to provide 

support to women directly.  For instance, within this realm one could provide assistance to 

women on committee management skills (if it was needed) which would then have a broader 
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impact in their other work areas such as the budgeting committees but without a specific focus 

there that might draw attention to their lack of experience vis a vis the males.  

3.2.6 Broader Gaunpalika Coverage and Risk Management   

Given the greater needs of GPs at this point in time, it makes sense for Purnima to try and cover 

more GPs as soon as possible in the project time.  This also accords with global learning from 

capacity enhancement programme evaluations.  For instance, an AusAID review of their 

capacity building programmes noted that long-term approach to investment in capacity is 

needed as it always takes longer than expected to achieve results.  So, in conjunction with the 

timing of interventions, the longer the intervention the better and more likely it is to achieve 

change.  This suggests that, given Purnima’s own capacity constraints, a rolling programme is 

probably the most effective approach to undertake.  Initial work in the ten gaunpalikas identified 

should be expanded, preferably through recruitment of staff in as large an incremental steps as 

possible given management burdens to achieve coverage of the full 41 palikas, although the 

approach for nagarpalikas needs further consideration.  

Serious consideration should be given to only working in GPs rather than also in the 

nagarpalikas (urban municipalities) even though about 30% of the population is in nagarpalikas 

including some very poor areas.  This is for two key reasons; firstly, they already have 

considerable advantages in terms of capacity levels compared to the gaunpalikas and secondly, 

they are much more likely to be political and very heavily politicised arenas.  Experience would 

suggest that they may therefore take up more management time around the politics drawing 

away from focus areas that are more in need. Nepal experience would also suggest that 

development actors tend to balance their inputs to achieve a working compromise between 

equity and meeting needs of larger populations compared to working in hard to reach areas 

where populations are low, which means there are likely to be more development partners 

operating in these urban environments.  An alternative approach would be to identify and 

address very specific technical needs that are limited in scope rather than provide broader 

generic support.  

Ideally at this stage full coverage should be achieved within one year of output one start-up with 

a new phase of recruitment and start-up every six months. Each phase should be able to start-

up faster than the early ones as materials and approaches will have already been developed.   

In addition, some initial training conducted in the initial ten palikas can be offered to surrounding 

gaunpalikas too so that not all time is lost. This is faster than the current programme which 

allows for each phase starting after 12 months rather than 6 months, but the current programme 

includes nagarpalikas. The two programmes are presented below. The alternative programme 

would almost double the TA requirements and cost, and should be further reviewed as the initial 

deployment is rolled out and evaluated. Even the current model may overload Purnima 

management systems in terms of recruitment, inductions and support.  This is an important 

point and additional management staff are required as soon as possible in Purnima to ensure 

that the output lead is able to concentrate on strategic approaches and addressing political 

bumps in the road rather than day to day management.  

This approach of full-time capacity-building support for the life of the programme is based on the 

premise that capacity building for short term periods has limited impact and requires a long-term 

commitment (see DFAT lessons learned) and the longer the better.  Thus, maximising the time 

of support provision is a sensible strategy.  However, it is also sensible to assess the extent to 

which the broader approach is successful to mitigate the various risks associated with 

expanding too fast or over-committing to an approach that is not yielding the expected 

dividends. 
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The current gradual approach also has a potential cost and possibility of ‘developing disparities’ 

depending on the choices of which GPs receive help first.  Even though some of the most 

remote GPs are going to be supported in the first tranche, this should remain a criterion for 

prioritisation of the next tranches of GPs to be brought on board.   This is because if the 

remaining remote GPs do not receive assistance until near the end of the programme (due to 

management efficiencies) this may reinforce the disparities between ‘centre’ and periphery even 

within districts (in terms of old terminology). 

3.2.7 Development of Policy and Guidelines:  

There was interest expressed from the majority of gaunpalikas in this regard and recognition 

that it is needed, but of course how this translates into reality on the ground remains to be seen.  

Policy development and guidelines were particularly identified and associated with 

infrastructure, procurement, social inclusion, etc.  This needs to be addressed in a holistic way 

through the systems approach. 

3.2.8 Development of Materials and Manuals:  

While mentoring and ‘on the job’ technical assistance is the primary modus operandi, 

nevertheless given the enormous needs and the longer-term timeframe that will be required in 

capacity enhancement over several elections (if not more), a further area of work is the 

development of materials to support both trainings and as resource materials, and its 

packaging.  Given the enormous amount of work this entails, Purnima will need to consider 

whether this is something that is outsourced as areas of work are identified and developed, 

especially if the ‘tracking’ approach to the cycle is followed.  

3.2.9 Support to Construction of Local Government Buildings 

While the project is clearly aimed at reconstruction, there is an opportunity to impact on good 

governance by support some provision of new government offices.  The need for space and 

resources is clear.  This could provide an interesting opportunity not only to develop good 

relationships immediately with the gaunpalikas, but also to model a ‘best practice’ approach to 

the construction of buildings.  Whether it be at gaunpalika or ward level, the key is that this 

Currrent programme

Mar-18 Aug-18 Mar-19 Sep-19 Mar-20 Sep-20 Mar-21 Sep-21 Mar-22 Sep-22

Batch 1 10 GP

Batch 2 13 GP + 2 NP

Batch 3 12 GP + 4 NP

Accelerated and extended programme

Mar-18 Aug-18 Mar-19 Sep-19 Mar-20 Sep-20 Mar-21 Sep-21 Mar-22 Sep-22

Batch 1 10 GP

Batch 2 15 GP

Batch 3 10 GP

Support to 

municipalities

Support to 

municipalities
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piece of construction is taking place at the centre in a very visible way.  A strong Purnima-led 

and inclusive process could be conducted in a way that allows many stakeholders to understand 

how it is supposed to work, as well as highlight where policies and processes need augmenting 

in that area.   So, all aspects of the process could be modelled in an experiential way and aimed 

at different parts of the system and stakeholders interested to learn.   

For instance, elements of the process that could be aimed at different sets of stakeholders could 

include: how to develop a BOQ; proper budgeting; the design process; the procurement 

process; the contracting process including safeguarding and mitigating risks; supervision, 

monitoring, and sign-off; and auditing etc.  If carefully designed, each stage could be provided 

and be open to various stakeholders to learn from, be they elected officials, contractors, 

vendors, technical staff, etc.  While the process is ongoing, areas for policy preparation and 

guidelines can be identified and initiated.  

3.3 Types of Technical Assistance and Mentoring 

Given the huge lack of staff at present it is not yet clear what the gaps will look like after 17th 

July nor the implications this will have for the project.  However, there are three basic models 

used in the application of TA: 

● direct or in-line positions.  These are often secondments or new positions that are directly 

filled by the TA person;  

● counterpart support whereby the technical assistance personnel basically work alongside a 

staff member helping and advising him/her on technical issues; and 

● working as an institutional advisor who only assists with systems support around policy and 

guidelines.  

Rather than an either /or situation it is likely that the different technical officers are going to have 

to progress along this spectrum over a period of time.  Thus, initially they will spend more time 

doing than advising until they do end up with a suitable staff member to work with when they are 

deployed or recruited.  Even in the event that there is someone to work with, it is likely that the 

needs are so great at this stage that they will still end up undertaking some of the work to help 

out and provide the support that is needed.  However, it is important that any work is undertaken 

as a team so that there is a transfer of skills occurring at all times, even if the level of work that 

is completed will be reduced to some extent.   The third dimension is also going to be needed to 

be worked on simultaneously.  In other words, guideline and policy formulation will need to be 

undertaken as other work is being done.   

An internal Purnima system tracking the development of guidelines and honing and sharing 

them across the team will also need to be developed to ensure that there is no duplication or 

unnecessary work.  Again, this is where close collaboration with MoFAGA and indeed at the 

local level with DCC is worthwhile, because as guidelines are developed (e.g. steps to build a 

feeder road including ESIA, etc.) can be shared and distributed more broadly than the project 

gaunpalikas, with the TA shifting to support in their implementation in those locations where 

they were not developed. 

At present it is intended that there will be a team of two in each GP.  An engineer to assist with 

infrastructure and secondly a planning officer supporting development planning and 

prioritisation.  This will be the core team in each GP operating together and supporting each 

other, but there are also key areas of support that require additional technical assistance.   This 

is most likely to be supported through a pool of TA that could be deployed across different areas 

as necessary and could be oriented as ‘interest-focused’ development.  In other words, optional 
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training and support could be provided to those who are interested and who may have this area 

as a priority.   

A TA pool approach could involve three specialists e.g. (i) Budget, Finance, Procurement 

specialist (ii) Gender and social inclusion specialist (iii) IT specialist with additional experts on 

call e.g. conflict advisor to oversee conflict sensitivity and ADR/mediation trainings and 

someone who can provide advice on accountability mechanisms. 

3.4 Capacity Displacement 

There is an important concern expressed by the DFID team around the potential for projects to 

potentially do some harm through a process of ‘capacity displacement’.  The thinking behind this 

is that the large degree of attention and pressure that development actors are likely to exert on 

GP and Ward officials as they trip over each other to try and ‘help’ build their capacity.  This 

creates the danger of multiple trainings being conducted on various aspects that may be 

duplicating efforts (an example was cited where a GP Chairperson had been invited to multiple 

trainings on the same issues and topics).  The issue is not only duplication, but also ‘capacity 

displacement’, in other words the potential for taking people away from their other work that is 

probably more important in terms of doing their jobs properly, in the interests of fulfilling donor 

and development agency needs or perceptions of needs.   

There will always be competing interests as well as competing training needs in this type of 

current environment, where needs are high, diverse, and all required at the same time.  This 

means there will also always be some opportunity loss and ongoing challenges for local 

government over prioritisation on what is an important, if different, at any time.  Not working in 

this capacity enhancement arena or trying to contribute though is also not an option.  The needs 

and interest are indeed high and demand a response.  However, as a result of this 

understandable concern, there are several principles that need to be strongly incorporated into 

the Purnima approach (these should be there anyway but need to be raised higher in terms of 

their critical nature at this time): 

● Ensure strong consultation processes and collaboration with the GP and Ward teams over 

content, timings (in particular), relative importance and need.   

● Ensure that participation is based clearly on choice and is open to a broader set of possible 

participants than those directly being targeted.  In other words, trainings are offered when 

they are most appropriate but will also cater to those who have a high interest in developing 

a skill or knowledge in that area, so they are interest-based.  They should go ahead even if 

only a few people wish to attend and even if they are not the primary intended beneficiaries.       

● They should be offered more than once in central locations, at different times (possibly 

several days or weeks later) so that people can come at an alternative time that may meet 

their needs and fit their schedules better. 

● They should not be incentivized in monetary terms (i.e. high per diems driving up the 

competition between agencies and donors – see comments above). 

This approach will ensure that capacity enhancement will contribute to greater depth of 

understanding of governance in the ‘governance ecosystem’, processes and issues than 

otherwise would be the case if trainings are only targeting specific beneficiaries.  For instance, 

the training may be intended for the Chairpersons only. However, making it open to other 

officials in addition (by choice), such as the Deputy Chairperson, or Assembly members (so that 

they can attend in addition or even instead of the chairperson) is recommended.  This is 

because potential capacity displacement is minimised and those who decide to attend have 

made a conscious choice to prioritise their understanding in this area.  As a result, this ‘interest-
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based’ participation approach is likely to have greater impact and traction overall when 

compared to the specificity of targeting by limiting attendance to only the Chairperson.   In 

addition, this does mean that Purnima should invest considerably in ensuring very high quality 

of content and innovation in their workshops and trainings.  This will have the dual impact of 

making Purnima trainings and workshops attractive, more likely to have impact, and also 

increase the reputation of Purnima that can then be used as social and political capital in other 

ways. 
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4 Design for Output 1 

4.1 Introduction:   

As noted in the Inception Report, Purnima will adopt a systems approach to its capacity 

enhancement addressing the governance system broadly, particularly through the sector of 

infrastructure development.  Figure 1 below illustrates relationships in the broader social, 

cultural and economic context between (i) governance systems (guiding sectors), (ii) actors and 

processes and (iii) activities and interactions that result in development outcomes. This forms 

the basis for Purnima to identify and decide on the most strategic activities for strengthening the 

local government system across the programme area.  Focus will be on improving the 

interactions, process and activities that set the conditions for development and those who are 

able to participate and how they can participate.   

Capacity Enhancement in each GP will necessarily look slightly different reflecting the specific 

characteristics, needs and opportunities in that area as well as the competencies of the existing 

personnel.  However, as Purnima will be working with all gaunpalikas across the selected 

districts, this brings opportunities for learning and experience-sharing into the frame through 

cross-gaunpalika exposure, collaboration and joint work and application facilitated by Purnima 

staff.   

Figure 1: The relationship in the broader social, cultural and economic context between 
governance systems (guiding sectors), actors, and processes, activities and interactions 
that result in development outcomes 

 

4.2 Purnima Principles of Capacity Enhancement 

Purnima recognizes that change and learning occur through the so-called 70:20:10 rule.  This 

proposes that generally only 10% of relevant knowledge and expertise (for professionals) is 
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acquired through formal training and education (e.g., courses and reading), 20% occurs through 

coaching and mentoring (e.g., from other people, usually the person’s manager or leader), and 

70% via on-the-job experiential learning, learning by doing, and other actual participatory 

experience-building activities (Eichinger & Lombardo, 1996; Jennings & Wargnier, 2015).   

As a result, Purnima will ensure that the following four principles underpin all of its Capacity 

Enhancement (CE) work wherever possible under output One.  It will be 

● process-oriented 

● experiential  

● supported and accompanied  

● participatory and self-directed 

There are numerous different definitions and understandings of 

the terms capacity building or capacity enhancement.  Bearing in 

mind that the overall goal for Purnima is “Long-term positive 

change in the lives of people in earthquake affected regions of 

Nepal.” we will use the following definition of capacity building 

which is the one used by AusAID (now DFAT):  

“The process of developing competencies and capabilities in 

individuals, groups, organisations, sectors or countries which will 

lead to sustained and self-generating performance 

improvement.” 

Figure 2: Different Entry Points for Building Capacity 

 

Source: credit for diagrams goes to Chris Dureau, a specialist in appreciative and strengths-based capacity building.  
This approach informed a huge project building capacity in the health sector across Indonesia in the early 
2000’s 

AUSAID Lessons Learned on 

Capacity Building 

For programmes to be successful they need: 

• Ownership by partners 

• To be built on established trust 

• The use of training, coaching, and 
mentoring in skills transfer  

• Mobilisation of local knowledge and 
culture 

• Long term investment – it always takes 
longer than expected 

• To be integrated and coordinated into the 
external social and political environment 

• Flexible and responsive programming  

• The use of incentives in sequencing 
interventions 

• Need language skills and cultural 
sensitivity 

• Commitment from the top  
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A holistic approach to capacity building incorporates values, skills and strategies for change.    

This means that the entry points for increased capacity can be conceptualised as shown in 

Figure 2.  This in turn suggests that it is important to consider both the individuals and their 

responsibilities as well as the broader enabling environment in which they are operating.  This 

enabling environment can also be considered in two aspects: 

● the institutional dimension in which the individual is working - the local government 

bureaucracy; and  

● the broader environment that includes other stakeholders in society and how the different 

sectors of society operate, interact and work together, including societal norms and 

behaviours determined by cultures and values as well as drivers and incentives affecting 

other stakeholders such as the private sector and communities.    

At this stage we will consider the individual and the first dimension as well as some aspects of 

the second dimension of the enabling environment (ie the institutional context within which 

individuals are operating).  Figure 3 outlines the major aspects to consider while Figure 4 

considers the questions underpinning each element that need to be answered.  

Figure 3: CB Tasks at each Entry Point Figure 4: Questions underpinning the CB 
Tasks at each Entry Point 

 
 

Source: Chris Dureau Source: Chris Dureau 

This could be applied to both an individual role as the entry point or a broader institutional 

process.  The following sections give two examples of immediate import to Purnima. These 

tables are not comprehensive, are simply illustrative, and need to be developed, corrected and 

possibly incorporated in to a flow chart by the Purnima team so that they can be used for 

whatever entry point is considered. 
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4.2.1 The position, tasks and processes involving an Engineer at GP level.   

Table 1: Capacity Enhancement for Gaunpalika Engineers 

 

Key Aspects 
of the Job  

Sub-components Skills and 
Competencies  

needed  

Policy and Guideline 
formulation  

Advocacy? 
Evaluation  

 

Identification 
and Assessment 
of Infrastructure 
Projects 

Viability and Technical 
Aspects including 
safety 

Approximate Cost 

Environmental 
Aspects 

Social Aspects 

Assessment capacity 

Understanding of basic 
safety issues 

 

EIA guideline 

Safety protocols 

Depending on 
scale – the 
province 

Design Process Technical Design 

Budget Design 

Bill of Quantities 

Design skills 

Budget construction 
skills 

Guidelines for developing 
all aspects for different 
types of infra-structure with 
specific examples  

 

Implementation 
Mechanisms  

User Committee 

Private Contractor 

Community 
Management 

Cooperative 
Implementation Model 

Understanding of all 
the different models  

Assessment form that 
guides which mechanism is 
most appropriate 

Guidelines for setting up 
different mechanisms 

Policy guiding decision-
making 

 

Procurement 
and Contracting 
Processes 

Tendering 

Assessment of 
Tenders 

Risk Considerations 

Contracting legalities 

Understanding of 
legalities and due 
processes 

Due diligence processes 

COI processes 

Whistle blower policy 

Procurement policy 

PPMO 

Legal 
department 

Monitoring 
Implementation 

Quality Control of 
materials used 

Quality of construction 

Technical 
understanding of 
quality standards 

Monitoring checklist for 
different types of 
infrastructure 

Testing mechanism for 
quality products such as 
cement 

Independent 
testing unit 

Engineers from 
different GPs  

DCC 

Grievance 
Processes 

Community 
Grievances 

Contractor grievances 

Government/Client 
grievances 

Mediation/ADR skills 

Communication skills 

Independent mechanisms 
mediation 

Communication strategy 

Feedback mechanisms to 
community 

Link in with EPI 

4.2.2 Development of a Gaunpalika Development Plan.   

In addition to its application to a position, this approach can also be utilised in a process 

approach as provided by this example. This table is also illustrative, not comprehensive and will 

need to be developed, corrected and possibly incorporated in to a flow chart by the Purnima 

team that can be used for whatever entry point is considered. 
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Table 2: Capacity Enhancement for the planning Process from Ward to Gaunpalika level 

 

Key Aspects 
Planning 
Process 

Subsections  

Broken Down into 
components 

Skills and 
Competencies  

 

Policy and Guideline 
formulation  

 

Advocacy? 
Evaluation  

 

Identification 
and 
Assessment of 
Development 
needs and 
projects at Ward 
level 

Consultations across the 
Ward 

Consultation 

Facilitation of 
community 
meetings  

Assessment 
capacity 

 

Guideline on how to undertake 
consultations with communities 
fairly across wards and taking 
into consideration remote 
communities 

Local civil 
society 

Equity, Equality 
and 
Prioritisation at 
Ward Level 

Filtering the development 
projects to assess the 
most important at ward 
level and ensuring equity 
and a degree of positive 
discrimination to those 
marginalised  

Application of criteria Development of criteria for 
decision-making 

Development of guidelines 
around addressing equity issues 
in the Ward and in particular 
gender dynamics 

Local civil 
society 

Equity, 
Equality and 
Prioritisation 
at Gaunpalika 
Level 

Filtering the development 
projects from all Wards to 
assess the most important 
across them at the 
gaunpalika level ensuring 
equity and a degree of 
positive discrimination to 
Wards that may be more 
remote or marginalised  

Application of 
criteria 

Development of criteria for 
decision-making 

Development of guidelines 
around addressing equity issues 
across the gaunpalika particular 
gender dynamics. 

Development of mechanisms to 
address inequities such as 
equalisation funds, putting aside 
matching funds to attract and 
guide external partners  

Development of mechanisms to 
address development needs that 
are beyond the gaunpalika 
budget 

Depending on 
scale – the 
provincial 
departments  

Validation and 
Feedback to 
Ward 

Ideally there would be a 
validation process – which 
at the moment is 
essentially the approval 
process through the 
Municipal Assembly. 

Feedback to community 
more broadly at the Ward 
level on what is funded 
and why. 

Understanding of the 
equity criteria and 
decision-making 
process as well as 
transparency around 
those projects that 
were not selected, 

Transparency guidelines on what 
will be funded and why. 

Community feedback mechanism 
so that officials can be 
questioned on their decision -
making processes 

DCC? 

More broadly such a matrix can be developed to consider the needs of each section of 

government – for instance elected or appointed officials and the extent to which Purnima may 

assist in enhancing capacity where it has competencies and wishes to do so.  Each aspect can 

be broken down into specific elements that are necessary to support where it makes sense to 

do so (the table is open at this stage). 

Table 3: Capacity Development Levels 

Key Stake-
holders 

Individuals Skills/ 

Capabilities 

Institutional Roles, 
Responsibilities 
and Relationships 

Systems, Policy, 
Procedures 

Networks for 
Communication 

Provincial Unclear at this stage Unclear at this stage Unclear at this stage Unclear at this stage 

District 

 

Position 
Descriptions and 
reporting processes 

Access to Guidelines, 
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Gaunpalika 

Elected 
Officials  

Understanding of the principles of 
management and governance. 

Management, Reporting,  

Work culture, attitudes, ethics and 
culture towards work. 

Helping local government to 
understand how to apply policies and 
run their department well. 

How to develop a GP development 
plan,  

Actions for ensuring community 
consultation, participation, 
transparency, accountability, feedback 
mechanisms as well as grievance 
mechanisms 

Position 
Descriptions, 
relationships to 
community and 
administrative 
aspects of 
government 
including CAO, 
DCC, Province etc.  

Specific guidelines and 
policies to be filled in here 
that specific positions need 
to understand 

e.g. procurement, which 
infrastructure management 
mechanism is appropriate 
and when, grievance 
mechanisms  

M&E frameworks 
established  

Gaunpalika 

Un-Elected 
Officials 

Management, Reporting,  

Work culture, attitudes, ethics and 
culture towards work.   

Position 
Descriptions, 
relationships to 
community and parts 
of government.   

Specific guidelines and 
policies to be filled in here 
that specific positions need 
to understand (ie CAO 
versus Accountant, 
planning officer, etc. 

 

Ward 

Officials  

Understanding of the principles of 
management and governance. 

Management, Reporting,  

Work culture, attitudes, ethics and 
culture towards work.  

How to facilitate community 
consultations 

How to manage grants user 
committees, etc.  

How to develop an infrastructure plan. 

How to undertake land 
registration/certification etc.  

Work plans, 

Actions for ensuring 
community 
consultation, 
participation, 
transparency, 
accountability, 
feedback 
mechanisms 

Access to and 
understanding of 
Guidelines,  

Principles of good 
governance understood. 

Specific guidelines and 
policies to be filled in here 
that specific positions need 
to understand to ensure 
they are operating within 
their power. 

Forums/forms for 
communication of 
decisions 

Community 

 

Understanding their 
relationship to the 
local government 

 

Water User Committees 
etc. 

Meetings to review Ward 
work.  

Meetings for Assembly 
feedback 

This further provides the opportunity to look at assessing change more broadly in the 

gaunpalika and local governance system (including Ward level).   To undertake such as 

assessment it is recommended that an approach such as the good governance barometer is 

implemented.  While a full Organisation Capacity Assessment (OCA) is not necessarily the 

optimum way forward, Purnima may need to undertake both the good governance barometer as 

well as mini and modified OCAs for specific aspects of governance (for instance when looking at 

the financial department)7.    

4.2.3 Good Governance Barometer  

4.2.3.1 Structure and Objectives of the Barometer 

The Good Governance Barometer is a valuable tool for assessing change in the governance 

arena as a result of capacity building. 

There is an opportunity to help all parts of the broader system participate and improve 

governance more broadly at the local level, providing that the main protagonist (the Gaunpalika 

 
7 Use of the full version of the OCA tool is probably not the best way forward here as there are many basic rules and regulations already 

guiding the basic function of government in Nepal, even though these may have been aimed at the District level previously. 
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local government in this case) is open to being more transparent and involving others.  The use 

of the good governance barometer (GGB) provides an assessment of governance performance 

and effectiveness in a participatory and systematic way, particularly noting evolution over time, 

as it is able to identify the strengths and weaknesses of any system and develop action plans to 

improve it.   It basically tries to answer a broad question such as:  

What is the level of Gaunpalika government performance in XXX location? 

 It is also a useful way to communicate governance performance to local stakeholders and 

advocate to local officials in ways that reflect the values and priorities of stakeholders.  An 

important point here is that the application of this approach is a development tool and process in 

its own right as it educates and changes the understanding and expectations of those 

participating, which is a significant contribution as well.   It will need to be piloted in three 

gaunpalikas early on in the intervention to assess its applicability and whether it should be used 

more broadly across the whole programme or modified in its form. 

It should be noted that the GGB is time-consuming and resource heavy and even so is not 

intended to provide precise statistically significant results for inference and prediction.  The 

depth to which it is taken depends on the intention and ambition of the project and key actors.     

In brief, the tool and process look at five core areas of governance.  The stakeholder group 

(consisting of government, civil society, private sector and community) then set key criteria and 

indicators whose fulfilment will demonstrate progress in these areas of governance.   The five 

core areas are: 

● Effectiveness  

● Rule of Law 

● Accountability  

● Participation 

● Equity  

Each of these areas is broken down into sub-criteria.  An example of how this might look is 

given in Figure 4. For instance, in looking at ‘Accountability’s, the elements would be the 

existence of Checks & Balances, Integrity, Transparency, Mechanisms for Recourse or 

grievance, and then Government Responsiveness.  It would make sense to adopt a lighter 

approach given the scope of ‘Purnima’, for example by dropping ‘Rule of Law’ as the project is 

not looking to strengthen this area of governance.  Alternatively, one could introduce a factor 

under this category such as the judicial committee and simply weight it lower than other 

categories within the index.  The steering group could choose a different category to better align 

with the intention of the constitution.  For instance, one could look at gender as a separate 

category rather than lumping it under equity, given the importance of women’s participation in 

the new federal scheme.  Criteria would be decided at palika level through a stakeholder 

workshop and comparison across palikas would therefore be at the level of the index rather than 

each individual criterion within it.  Where different palikas adopt the same criteria (which is very 

likely) then these palikas can be compared for each criterion.  Nevertheless, it is important to 

have self-selected criteria rather than a homogeneous ‘one size fits all’ model that is applied in a 

top down way.  

Like all indices made up of several elements, there is the possibility for the index overall to show 

no change and may mask the fact that one element has improved and one has deteriorated.  

However as one can track each aspect of the index separately this is not a significant issue.   
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There is also an opportunity for the project to support a third party or local party to undertake 

this work both to reduce the workload for Purnima staff and to provide a greater degree of 

independence and objectivity to the process.  There is of course the possibility for bias to creep 

in if Purnima undertakes it itself, as then both Purnima and the GP government have vested 

interests in ensuring a positive result is portrayed.   

Given that the process is relatively heavy in work load, unless it is outsourced to an 

implementing partner, the scope of its introduction needs to be considered carefully.  In an ideal 

world it would be introduced in all GPs but this may be overly ambitious.  Equally the fact that 

the maximum opportunity to effect change in governance at the GP level is likely to be in these 

early years, demonstrating its value will be easier early on, compared to later as change will 

take place in ever smaller increments.   

Table 4: Example of GGB index with indicative areas for consideration in capacity 
building 

Working Group (by Universal Criterion Sub-critera 

1. Effectiveness  

 

1.1 Vision and Plan 

1.2 Financial Management 

1.3 Decision and Information 

1.4 Satisfaction with Services 

1.5 Leadership 

2. Rule of Law 

 

2.1 Existence of Legal Framework 

2.2  Effectiveness of Legal Framework 

2.3  Citizens’ Access to Justice 

2.4 Incidence of Corruption 

3. Accountability 

 

3.1 Transparency 

3.2 Checks and Balances 

3.3 Recourse 

3.4 Government’s Responsiveness 

3.5 Integrity 

4. Participation 

 

4.1 Institutional Framework 

4.2 Citizen Engagement 

4.3 Civic engagement 

5. Equity  

 

5.1 Legal Framework 

5.2 Access to Basic Services 

5.3 Access to Power 

5.4 Access to Resources 

5.5 Opportunity for Livelihoods 

Source: Guide to the Good Governance Barometer (2015), FHI360 and USAID 

4.2.3.2 The Main Steps in the Process: 

The process is undertaken through the following steps 

1. Understanding the Context: Identifying the main question; and how the tool help in solving 

capacity building issues, talking with key local leaders, etc.  

2. Preparations or Preliminary Phase: The implementing organization introduces the project 

and the GGB process to key actors in the target community to build understanding and 

community buy-in. The rollout of the introduction will vary depending on the context but could 

include a series of meetings with key local government, civil society, and community leaders, 

followed by a joint meeting combining all three of them.  

3. Drafting the Model and Scoring: Identify and convene a small, representative multi-party 

stakeholder group (roughly between 20 – 40 people, including representatives from 
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government, civil society and the private sector, also taking in to account gender, age, socio-

economic status, political affiliation) to validate and refine the design of the specific model to 

be used including scoring criteria and the questionnaire, in a participatory and representative 

way.  Undertake initial data collection and data processing. 

4. Analysis of Results, Further Action Planning and Implementation:  The scoring is 

considered and forms the basis for identification of action planning that can then address the 

deficiencies. 
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5 Integration across the Different Outputs 

Integration across all outputs depends on good governance at the 

palika level. This is manifested in the way that any process, 

interaction or activity is undertaken.  These sound ways are then 

formally institutionalized through guidelines and policies that 

ensure their practice, and informally through creation of a work 

culture and attitudes that pervade the way that business is done.  

As a result, the main way forward in terms of integrating good 

governance in a systems fashion through the Purnima project is 

to ensure that sound principles of governance are integrated 

throughout all output areas and linked wherever possible directly 

to output one. This means adopting a very practical approach and 

ensuring that whatever activities, processes or interactions are 

undertaken in any of the output areas, the following questions are 

considered and addressed: 

● How does this activity, interaction or process relate to local government at the Ward and 

Gaunpalika levels?  Are there specific portions or parts that require engagement or 

interaction with local government?  

● Identify which fundamental governance principles are (or should be) in action through the 

activity? 

● How can your activity incorporate these principles through its processes?  

● Are there practical mechanisms that can be put in place to ensure the principles in question 

are implemented or adhered to? 

● Are there government policies or guidelines associated with this process or activity, that 

need to be developed, or that should be adapted, to guide this process more formally 

utilizing these principles?  

● Is there an interface with Output One, or an entry point associated with Purnima work on 

planning? 

Applying and answering these questions in a systematic way should assist in identifying areas 

where Purnima can have a practical input into creating a good governance environment. 

Table 4 below outlines how a selection of good principles of governance can be adopted and 

applied through output one’s technical assistance support across all the areas of the Purnima 

project. 

Table 5: Governance across the System and Outputs 

Output Area 

 

Key Governance  

Responsibilities for local government 

Systems, Policy, Procedures 

Output 1: Support 
Government in detailed 
year-wise reconstruction 
planning, coordination and 
capacity building. 

● Participatory consultative approaches 
involving community 

● Transparency around equity, inclusion and 
equality  

● Transparency around decision-making and 
prioritisation 

● Grievance processes available and 
adhered to 

● Guidelines on how to undertake community 
consultations fairly 

● Communications strategy 

● Whistle-blower policy 

● Grievance policies and consideration of local 
ombudsman or community involvement in 
oversight in some form (e.g. reference group 
such as the GGB is suggesting). 

Fundamental Principles 
of Good Governance  

 
Governance should be:  
 

• Participatory 

• Inclusive 

• Accountable 

• Equitable 

• Responsive 

• Ethical and 

• Professional 
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● Communication mechanisms developed 
with community and opportunities for 
interactions  

Output 2 Direct physical 
reconstruction, including 
subcontracting and 
supervision, of agreed 
priority earthquake 
reconstruction interventions. 

● As above but particularly oriented to 
transparency around planning, decision-
making and prioritisation as well as 
management of infrastructure 

● Grievance processes available and 
adhered to around quality control and 
procurement. 

● As above  

● Development of different mechanisms for 
undertaking infrastructure development such as 
in-kind grants,  

● Build on processes developed under the WASH 
component – simplified guidelines from the 
manual. 

Output 3 Analysis of, and 
interventions to address, 
constraints to the private 
sector 

● Fair and regulated access to finance that is 
inclusive to vulnerable people 

● Grievance processes available and 
adhered to around quality control, 
procurement, etc. 

● Consideration of business development policies 
that are pro-poor  

● Consideration of how to develop income 
resource policies for the gaunpalika to increase 
their sources of revenue for development.8  

Output 4 Designing and 
managing a challenge fund 
to leave no-one behind and 
achieve transformational 
change for women and girls. 

● Participatory consultative approaches 
involving community 

● Inclusive gender and marginalised people 
perspectives and needs incorporated into 
Gaunpalika processes 

● Transparency around equity, inclusion and 
equality particularly ensuring that 
development partners are guided to areas 
otherwise less developed 

● Transparency around decision-making and 
prioritisation 

● Grievance processes available and 
adhered to 

● Communication mechanisms developed 
with community and opportunities for 
interactions 

● Development of coordination mechanisms that 
map development interventions (preferably 
linked to the GIS proposed to be implemented 
from PERP), and that are constantly updated 
enabling guidance for incoming development 
partners to under-developed or marginalised 
areas. 

● Development of a gender strategy and policy 

● Development of marginalised people’s policy 
(e.g. Dalits, Old aged people, disabled etc.) 

● Development of matching fund mechanisms 
that incentivize and maximise resources 
directed towards marginalised groups 

Output 5 Evaluation and 
learning 

● Good Governance Barometer 

 

 

 

 

 
8 There was interest expressed in this as some GP chairs suggested that the ‘political struggle is over now, and it is time for the economic 

development struggle to come first and in their GP they need to raise income to tackle this. 
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6 Conflict Sensitivity, Risks and Their 

Mitigation 

Opinions from respondents were very interesting with respect to conflict and the way that 

federalisation is emerging.  Several people considered that the way federalisation is being 

manifested is not in accord with their vision of how it should be (due to the extent of continuing 

control from the centre and the ambiguities surrounding the role of the Province).  There were 

also opinions expressed that the conflict (the Maoist insurrection) is now effectively over and the 

prospect of a return to violent conflict is not there in reality. However, other respondents noted 

that since the end of the violent conflict, social and religious harmony within society has 

declined9.  One very thoughtful ward chairperson noted that his experience of development now 

suggested (rightly) that one has to be considering all groups in society.  He expressed the issue 

very well when he noted that he now has to be very careful to ensure that all groups benefit 

from development, including those who may be better off, or that have traditionally benefitted 

from opportunities in the past.  Thus, he explained how he has to consider the needs of the few 

Brahmins and Chetris in his ward as well, so as to prevent resentments from emerging or being 

exacerbated, or other unhelpful behaviours being expressed such as their becoming ‘spoilers’ or 

undermining development efforts, as there are indications of tensions throughout his Ward.  

The lack of clarity and haphazard nature of development continues at this stage, but the 

leadership is under huge pressure to bring change and fulfill demands that they are unable to 

do so.   His view was that the major danger in this period is that these differences and potential 

resentments, in a worst-case scenario, would end up with a polarization of society coalescing 

around the political parties with increased ‘transactional voting’ (whereby you vote for a party 

with the expectation of being rewarded through distribution of resources).    This would then 

create a situation reinforcing patronage systems that reward those in power.  This could then 

result in a vicious cycle that reinforces a ‘winner takes all’ culture.   While, the volatility of party 

alliances at the lower levels and power of individuals or personalities does play a role in 

reducing the power of the party, nevertheless this does not necessarily alter the basic dynamic 

potentially at play. 

Up until the present time, the major issue has been resource-capture by the elite at national and 

district level in the main, with fewer opportunities at the VDC level due to the all-party 

mechanisms in place. This has created a pattern of disparate and somewhat haphazard 

development based on the political power exerted.  Given the feedback from respondents, the 

main focal point for political influence and indeed the application of conflict sensitivity principles, 

is at the prioritisation of development projects and not only who benefits from them on the 

ground but also who benefits from being able to undertake them10.   Secondary points of 

influence will likely be at the site of any development projects (for instance where taps are sited, 

easy access to roads and thus markets etc.) as is the case with all development projects.   

It is still unclear the extent to which the new federalisation project is likely to affect these 

dynamics.   However, the most likely situation is that the same issues types of issue will be 

devolved down to lower levels.  This is suggested by the perception of reduced importance of 

 
9 This is a very interesting observation and would be interesting to explore in more detail if one had the time, unfortunately the nature of 

the interviews did not allow much space for broader exploration. 

10 As noted in the broader PEA of the construction sector there is a strong linkage between construction contractors and the political 
arena, due to the way that resources are required in order to become a politician and then once one is in the system politicians are 
then able to influence the allocation of resources and contracts. 
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MPs, the huge increase in power at the GP level, particular invested in the gaunpalika 

chairperson’s position. This is partly constitutionally and partly de facto due to the current lack of 

strong counterbalances.  Checks and balances are currently to be found mainly within the CAO 

and bureaucratic positions and the extent to which they are able to uphold the legality of due 

processes already operating within the system. The power dynamics are currently not 

distributed as evenly as they might be because the relative capacity of other actors (e.g. the 

Deputy Chairperson, and the Municipal Executive Committee and Assembly) is still developing.  

This means that the key issues regarding governance and conflict sensitivity are still effectively 

how to address equity at the GP and Ward levels and how to ensure processes are sufficiently 

robust regarding procurement and development delivery mechanisms to avoid distortions.    

There are multiple challenges regarding how to address inequities in Nepal including:  

● The spatial distribution of disadvantaged people is often across general populations meaning 

there are very small scattered ‘invisible’ populations within gaunpalikas.  

● Where there may be identifiable populations in a specific location, for instance ethnic 

minorities such as the Chepang in Nuwakot and Dhading, or where there may be some 

compact, relatively homogenous sections within broader communities such as Gurung 

villages, they are not politically well organised (therefore they ‘don’t matter’ from a political 

elite perspective and are easily neglected within development strategies) or there may be 

historical reasons why they have chosen to live in these areas to do with having an 

intentional low profile so as not to draw attention to themselves11.   

● The elected representatives for marginal groups such as Dalits do not necessarily have a 

very deep understanding of their roles yet and how to ensure that marginalised people’s 

needs are being addressed. 

● Too specific targeting of vulnerable populations may also bring other risks into play such as 

further displacing or creating further distance between them and the broader community or 

exacerbating differences rather than reinforcing commonalities.  In other words, if 

implemented with a lack of sensitivity there is a danger of undermining social cohesion. 

As a result of these issues the response for Purnima will need to improve and incentivize sound 

development practice that is more inclusive and better aimed at a broader common good that 

includes marginalised people rather than necessarily picking out the specific disadvantaged 

groups.  This fits with the developing broader Purnima systems approach outlined in this report 

that aims to reinforce good governance and change or establish an altered and positive culture 

of accountable local government.  However, for this approach of changing cultures to be really 

effective, it also requires a strengthened civil society playing a watchdog role increasing the 

accountability of government.  The GGB allows for one element of this with the inclusion of civil 

society in the GGB steering group.  Nevertheless, the ideal is that there would also be an 

independent programme funded by DFID that has an eye to budget allocations, transparency 

and corruption at the GP level12.   Failing that Purnima could trial provision of a grant to a civil 

society organisation to undertake this even though this is slightly flawed (due to COI).   

Other risks identified in the broader PEA noted the links between politicians and the 

construction sector.  This clearly notes the issues associated with nepotism and conflict of 

interest (and in the worst cases potential corruption) enabling contractors associated with 

relatives, themselves or friends accessing contracts.  This requires a strong procurement and 

due diligence process embedded in the GP level.  At this stage it is unclear whether or not the 

 
11 See for instance ‘The Art of Not Being Governed’ by James Scott for an interesting description of how this broadly operates 

12 For instance, extending or expanding programmes such as that implemented by Transparency International (TI) around the 
reconstruction agenda.  Other similar organisations such as Pro Public and GoGo Foundation could implement such a programme 
analysing budgets and behaviours around corruption etc 
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risks of poor procurement practices are likely to be higher at this stage compared to previously.  

There is certainly greater scrutiny and knowledge at the local level of who is benefitting in this 

way, which allows for the possibility of a more transparent process excluding contractor 

businesses associated directly with those in political power.  It is critical to disrupt processes 

that will establish cultural norms that accept such practices, which also suggests the 

establishment of a more independent ‘watchdog’ component is very much needed and required 

now.  Those involved will know the extent to which they may have accrued an ‘election debt’ to 

win the position and therefore the imperatives they have created to recoup this ‘investment’.  If 

mechanisms are not established relatively quickly that can combat this expectation the 

incentives in future elections for obtaining these positions through these behaviours should be 

reduced.   Further discussion of User Committee models will be addended to the edited version 

of the broader construction PEA.  Nevertheless, with engineers in place there is a possibility for 

Purnima to explore other aspects of risk management such as the use of ‘in-kind’ grants, 

increased direct management and oversight of projects. 
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7 Conclusion and Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusion  

There is a unique opportunity for Purnima to expand its influence considerably to positively 

affect the governance environment at the GP and Ward levels.  The more holistic and integrated 

approach that is taken to strengthening the good governance enabling environment through 

systemic and systematic capacity enhancement, the better the longer-term outcomes are likely 

to be.   Infrastructure and planning provide strong and very relevant entry points that resonate 

with the current needs of the GPs and Wards.  While there are likely to be multiple new projects 

coming on stream in the next couple of years that will also be intending to work closely with 

local government, Purnima has a particular opportunity at this time and can adapt its approach 

subsequently to continue to provide relevant and important inputs.  

7.2 Summary of Recommendations 

Expand and Accelerate Purnima Coverage of Gaunpalikas:  The current suggested rolling 

programme initially in ten gaunpalikas should be expanded, with a new phase of gaunpalika 

recruitment and start-up every six months to achieve coverage of the full 35 gaunpalikas as 

quickly as possible. The rate of deployment and process of support should be continually 

reviewed through an ongoing real time evaluation of the initial deployment in conjunction with a 

rapid review of lessons learned.  In addition, Purnima should consider focusing long term 

broader capacity enhancement work in gaunpalikas while identifying whether there are shorter-

term specific technical needs identified at nagarpalika level that might be addressed through 

support. All initial trainings conducted in the ten focus areas should also be offered to 

surrounding gaunpalikas even if not yet within Purnima to improve relationships, reduce ‘lost 

time’ and start increasing outcomes.  Output One will also require the recruitment of an 

additional level of management as soon as possible to ensure the Output lead focuses on 

strategic approaches and addressing political bumps in the road rather than only day to day 

management.  

A Broad Pool of Technical Advisors:  The core team of two technical advisors; an engineer 

and a planning officer should be supported by a broader pool that could be deployed across 

different areas as necessary.  This could involve three specialists e.g. (i) Budget, Finance, 

Procurement specialist (ii) Gender and social inclusion specialist (iii) IT specialist with additional 

experts on call e.g. conflict advisor to oversee conflict sensitivity and ADR/mediation trainings 

and someone who can provide advice on accountability mechanisms.  

Focus on Long-term Strategic Development Planning that Prioritises Equity and 

Inclusion: This should assist GPs and Wards to develop sound participatory consultation, 

feedback and communication processes, as well as models that increase their adaptability and 

flexibility around multi-year budgeting and allocation of resources to address equity and 

inclusion (e.g. equalization, and other models) and leveraging resources from other sources to 

address inclusion and compensate for resource deficiencies.  

Good Governance Barometer: Purnima should adopt a dual governance strategy that, where 

possible addresses both sides of the governance equation (the demand and supply side).  This 

could be initiated through the use of the good governance barometer approach which includes 

the involvement of civil society and the business sector in assessing the effectiveness and 

performance of local government, increasing its accountability and transparency.  Ideally DFID 

would support a parallel civil society strengthening programme (independent to Purnima 
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activities) that would establish the role of civil society and positively influence the broader 

governance enabling environment.  

Adopt Principles to Avoid Capacity Displacement:  principles to avoid capacity development 

need to be strongly incorporated into the Purnima approach, such as:  

● Ensure strong consultation processes and collaboration with GP and Ward teams over 

content, timings, relative importance and need.   

● Ensure participation is based clearly on choice and is open to a broader set of possible 

participants than those directly targeted.   

● Trainings should be offered more than once in central locations, at different times (possibly 

several days or weeks later) so people can come at alternative times that meet their needs 

and fits their schedules better. They should not be incentivized in monetary terms. 

● Map the timing of different government functions considering when and how support can be 

provided that will be of most use and then plan inputs to cover identified areas.   

Develop a Systematic Process to Track the Education, Training and Practical Needs of 

Selected Officials through the Government Cycles.  This is to develop a template for 

following years, progressively deepening and improving learning and materials for future elected 

officials.   

Development of a set of Induction materials in close collaboration with MoFAGA for Local 

Officials that meets the needs of elected and appointed officials to support them at gaunpalika 

and ward levels.   

Development of Policy and Guidelines in close collaboration with MoFAGA: GP officials 

identified the need for Purnima support to policy development and guidelines particularly 

associated with infrastructure, procurement and social inclusion.   This needs to be addressed 

in a holistic way through the systems approach. 

Development of Materials and Manuals in close collaboration with MoFAGA: To supplement 

the mentoring and ‘on the job’ technical assistance, training and resource materials and their 

packaging will need to be developed and Purnima should consider whether this task should be 

outsourced as areas of work are identified and developed.    

Consider Support to Local Government Buildings:  The need for office space and resources 

is clear and a strong Purnima-led inclusive process could be conducted to model the whole 

‘infrastructure cycle’ from design, budgeting, procurement, contracting, through to monitoring, 

sign-off, auditing etc.    While the process is ongoing, areas for policy preparation and guidelines 

can be identified and initiated.  

Support the introduction of Practical Information Technology at GP level, building on the 

ICF work to help in planning processes and longer-term development strategies. 

Track the Relationship between Party Politics and Resource Distribution:  While multiple 

aspects aside from party politics may determine resource distributions.  However, given risks 

associated with overly party-oriented development it is recommended that this be tracked. 

Track Developments in Local Governance:  Given the speed of change at provincial, 

gaunpalika and ward levels, Purnima should track circulars as they are issued from MoFAGA, 

Provincial government or sectoral ministries and analyse them with respect to the program to 

identify opportunities for new or immediate interventions as well as ensure program activities 

are not inadvertently in opposition to new MoFAGA and/or provincial diktats or procedures.    

Women’s Leadership and the Committees:  Identify opportunities to provide support to 

women that has a broader impact across all their work areas, such as committee management 

skills (if needed). 
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A. Stakeholder Consultation List 

 

Name Position Location 

Ms. Sharada Acharya Chairperson NGO Federation, Rasuwa 

Gyanendra Neupane Journalist – Rastriya Samachar Samiti Rasuwa 

Upendra Lamsal Chairperson Uttargaya GP 

Chameli Gurung, Vice Chairperson Uttargaya GP 

Ram K. Neupane Planning Officer, Uttargaya GP 

Tika P. Dhakal Accountant Uttargaya GP 

Santosh Ghale 

Sunil Ghale 

Chairperson 

Treasurer 

Langtang Area Conservation 
Concern Society LACCOS 

Ang Chiring Tamang Executive Director Manekor Society 

Nabina Tamang, 

Kargyalmu Shrestha, 

Srijana Lama, 

Chameli Gurung, 

Bhawani Prasad Neupane, 

Sita Kumari Poudel Adhikari, 

Vice Chairperson  

Vice Chairperson  

Vice Chairperson  

Vice Chairperson  

Vice Chairperson  

Chairperson 

Aamachhodingmo GP 
Gosainkunda GP 

Naukunda GP  

Uttargaya GP  

Kalika GP  

Kalika GP (joined later) 

Lekhram Tamang 

Chija Tamng 

Megh B Tamang 

Tilak Tamang 

Sudeep Tamang 

Krishna B Tamang 

Bir Bahadur Tamang 

Sher B Tamang 

Chitra B Tamang 

Anji Waiba 

Dil Maya Tamang 

Community Members Dandagaon 

Uttargaya GP 

 

Gyan Bahadur Tamang 

 

 

Nagesh Kumar BC 

Chair, School Management Committee 
Panchalinge Lower Secondary School  

Principal, Panchalinge Lower Secondary 
School 

Dandagaon 

Uttargaya GP 

 

Khuwa Bahadur Gurung, 

Ashakaji Gurung, 

Chairperson, Ward Number (2) 

Secretary, Ward Number (2)  

Uttargaya GP  

Uttargaya GP 

Lokendra Gyawali Chief Administrative Officer Uttargaya GP 

Santaman Tamang 

Apsara Thapa 

DCC Chairperson 

DCC Vice Chairperson 

Nuwakot  

Nuwakot 

Narayan P. Pandey 

Ishwori Upreti 

Chairperson 

Vice Chairperson 

Tadi GP 

 

Bishnu P Adhikari 

Manoj K. Upreti 

Bachu Ram Tamang 

Ward Chairperson (5)  

Ward Chairperson (3)  

Ward Chairperson (2) 

Tadi GP 

 

Ram Chandra Lamgade Chief Administrative Officer Tadi GP 

Anju Acharya Vice Chairperson Dupcheswor GP 

Imran Tamang  

Min B Shrestha, 

Dawa Tamang  

Kishore Acharya 

Ward Chairperson (4) 

Education Sector  

Ward Chairperson (2) 

Ward Chairperson (6) 

Dupcheswor GP 
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Dhruba KC 

Bhesh B Sitaula  

Ward Chairperson (3) 

Ward Chairperson (7) 

Yagya Dangol  

Kamla Thapa   

Ranjana Thapa 

Nisha Katwal 

Shashi P Acharya 

Laxman Kumar Thapa 

Nirmal Thapa 

Tilak Dangol 

Manakamana Civil Society Network 

Manakamana Civil Society Network 

Agricultural Women group 

Agricultural Women group JTO 

Yuvasangam Youth Group 

Yuvasangam Youth Group  

Cooperative member 

Social Worker 

Dupcheswor GP 

 

Yobindra Singh Tamang 

Anju Acharya 

Chairperson 

Vice Chairperson 

Dupcheswor GP 

 

Krishna Hari Poudel Chief Administration Officer  Dupcheswor GP 

Mahendra Khatri  

Lal B Tamang  

Madhav PBetwal  

Jhamak Gurung  

Rudra B Gurung  

Sitaram Thapa  

Ram Hari Thapa  

Padam Thapaliya  

Ward Chairperson (1) 

Ward Chairperson (6) 

Ward Chairperson (7) 

Ward Chairperson (4) 

Ward Chairperson (2) 

Ward Chairperson (5) 

Ward Chairperson (3) 

Ward Chairperson (8) 

Shivapuri GP 

 

Mette Nielsen 

Curtis Palmer 

DFID Conflict Advisor 

DFID Field Office 

Kathmandu 

Suresh Adhikari,  

Amrit Lamsal,  

Ramesh Adhikari 

Joint Secretary - MoFAGA 

Under Secretary - MoFAGA  

Under Secretary - MoFAGA 

Kathmandu 
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